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1,575
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GENERAL COMMENTS
The business has one sole owner who currently has a licensed retail establishment in Los Angeles. Most of the
application provided a good amount of detail, though towards the end it failed to do so. It provided detailed
Standard Operating Procedures, demonstrated extensive experience that is directly applicable to operating as a
cannabis retailer, and has generally presented themselves in a very professional manner.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

750

610

81.33%

Experience
Applicant has one owner who has a retail license in Los Angeles. (Also has cultivation and distribution license)

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
The application demonstrated knowledge about the cannabis industry from a legally permitted business as it
references the state regulations and the Pasadena Municipal Code.

Ownership Team
The application provided a brief description of the roles of owners in the day-to-day operations.

SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

525

442

84.19%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
The application provided detailed Standard Operating Procedures throughout the application.

Financial Plan
The application provided a breakdown of their start-up costs totaling
.
The application provided a four-year revenue projection sheet, and identified their taxes and community benefit
costs for over seven years; it failed to provide a Pro Forma. Application provided a brief overview of their accounting
procedures.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization
Application stated they self-fund has over
in assets and approximately
cash-inhand. However, they also stated, they will fund its startup costs largely through personal savings and private
investments. Application provided a bank statements for owner, Daniel Reisbord, dated December 31, 2018, with a
total available balance of
; another Wells Fargo Portfolio Summary displaying
. As well as, a bank
statement in the company's name, dated, Dec 31, 2018, with an available balance of
. Application stated they
could provide additional proof upon request as they failed to provide sufficient proof of funds to cover start-up costs
and three months off operating expenses.
Records Software
The applicant provided detailed description of all records retention protocols and identified TREEEZ as their
designated inventory software.

Track-and-Trace
The application detail description of their track and trace procedures that meet the state requirements.

State Testing Requirements
The applicant demonstrated understanding of testing requirements and acknowledges that products will only be
purchased from State licensed cannabis companies that have met all testing requirements.

Employee Training
The application provided a detailed Employee Training Plan with continued training.

Customer Education
The application provided a detailed employee training plan for customer education and will provide cannabis
Information handbook, and an education module to each customer.

Marketing
The application provided a marketing plan that indicated local marketing, customer marketing, and viral marketing.

Community Benefits
Application confirmed an agreement of a median of
for community benefit initiatives.
They will provide a livable wage, healthcare, and career advancement opportunities. Application provided a list of
organizations they plan to contribute to. Application confirmed having a social equity policy. It provided a list of
general project concepts for various projects they plan to implement upon approval of their license. Applicant
confirmed local partnership with vendors and businesses.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

150

121

80.67%

Exterior Design Concept
The application provided a detailed description and images of their exterior design concept. They also ensured they
would abide all city requirements.
Proposed location is 169 Cook Ave., Pasadena 91107

Design Concept Integration
The application provided a brief overview of how they would fit into the surrounding area.

Integration of Security Measures
The application identified utilizing security cameras, light fixtures to
perform video surveillance in low light conditions and prevent unauthorize access/entry into the facility, as well as
the physical presence of security guards.
The application included a floor diagram.
Air Quality/Odor Control
The application indicated incorporating HEPA filters, carbon-filtration system, HVAC, and ozone generators.
Application confirmed conducting maintenance checks earlier in the application.

SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

150

119

79.33%

Security Experience
They will use Yador Enterprises (DBA ArmorTech Security) and provided their experience in the cannabis industry.
Application confirmed abiding state law for their delivery driver procedures, security protocols, and safety training.

Background Checks
The application confirmed they will perform background checks.

Employee Safety Education
The application provided well developed procedures and guidelines for their employee safety training education that
provided guidelines for all the required areas.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
The application provided procedures for the distribution and securing of employee keys/key code, confirmed unique
POS log-ins, detailed procedures of safeguards to protect against theft and diversion, and monthly and discrepancy
inventory audits.
Cash Management Plan
Application provided sufficient cash handling procedures; though, it lacked some detail. It also stated the Team Lead/
Manager makes daily bank deposits which seems to conflict with the armored transport service requested by the
City.
Product Access Protocols
The application confirmed utilizing keycards and electronic code access. It provided procedures for their customer
check-in process. Application confirmed having various access levels for employees.
Product Deliveries
The application provided procedures for product delivery; however, it failed to provide details of securing product
deliveries to the facility or if there would be a secured vehicle loading area.
Security Guards
Application confirmed having
on the premises 24 hours a day contracted by ArmorTech; however it
failed to provide their protocols and day-to-day procedures.
Video Camera Surveillance
The video surveillance protocols recited the state requirement. They may utilize ADT's services.

Armored Vehicle
The application stated they will use ArmorTech through Spartan Transport Systems (STS) to conduct daily cash
pickups.

January 30, 2019

Dear City of Pasadena Permittee Select Committee,

As the founder and Chief Executive Officer of Green Earth Collective, (“GE”), I am submitting, in
accordance with Pasadena City Municipal Code Chp. 5.78, Chp.5.28, and Chp. 8.10, herewith an
application and compliant supportive documents for the City of Pasadena Commercial Retailer license
type(s):



Adult -Use Retail
Medical-Use Retail

GE aspires to open a commercial cannabis dispensary at 169 Cook Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91107
consisting of state-of-the-art technology integrated with forward-looking green practices,
professionalism and the historical, cultural attributes of the City of Pasadena’s business and civic
communities. Meaning, security, and safety are critical components of our operations.
History and Location
Green Earth Collective (“GE”) incorporated in the State of California in 2007. We operate as a licensed
medicinal vertically integrated health and wellness dispensary in the City of Los Angeles located at 4801
York Blvd. GE is 100% owned by the ‘applicant”: Daniel Reisbord. GE ’s location near Pasadena has
allowed access to providing medicinal cannabis for over 5,000 residents of the City of Pasadena 1.

“As a Pasadena resident, I support Green Earth Collective opening a shop in Pasadena.”
Sean Kerr Gallimore

Mission
GE’s mission to enhance the quality of life of individuals who suffer chronic pain, who are terminally ill,
or who, due to disease, injury or other illness, can benefit from the use of medical and adult-use
cannabis. GE is committed to doing so by providing transparent, dignified and accountable methods that
serve as a model for the cannabis industry.
Objectives
GE will meet and support several additional overlapping policies serving the interests of Pasadena and
its residents. First, it advances the guarantee of access to safe, properly produced cannabis. Because GE
will tailor its operations to reduce its water consumption, carbon footprint and to the greatest extent

1

Testimony from Pasadena residents provided upon request.
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1

practicable eliminate the generation of waste products, its operations serve the resource conservation
goals promoted by the City of Pasadena as well2.
Products and Services
GE will continue to address the needs of patients and consumers by obtaining tested, verified cannabis
only from licensees that follow the most stringent production standards and provide the highest quality
cannabis available. GE will perform its due diligence as to its suppliers to ensure their compliance with
best practices concerning business methods and practices. GE will rely on a state-of-the-art Employee
Valuation System (EVS), P.O. S. and inventory control system that correlates cannabis transactions with
a continually updated confidential, HIPPA-compliant database. Services include (i) Group and Individual
counseling sessions, (ii) Wellness support groups, (iii) Medical-Adult cannabis use and awareness classes,
and more.
Community Benefits, Local Hiring, and Purchases
GE is committed to achieving diversity in its personnel and will actively employee 85% of staff consisting
of city residents reflecting the diversity of the City of Pasadena. Also, GE will join the Pasadena Chamber
of Commerce & Civic Association3. Furthermore, GE will ensure 40% of indirect business contracts are
with Local Enterprises.
Management Team
With over 35 years of combined industry experience, GE’s team has a deep and rich history of
successfully working in the legal cannabis market. Over the last decade, our team has worked to grow
our business and operate in compliance of the constantly changing guidelines and local, state and
federal laws. GE is committed to the company success. It is in that commitment that professional advice
has been retained by the company. This includes the following:




2

Daniel Reisbord, Owner/CEO, BS in Business Administration
Loushana Rose Roybal, Human Resource Director/Community Liason AA, BA, CMP, MUA
Jonathan Uribe, Director of Operations, EMT Certified.

Advisory Board





Selan Law Firm
Ogden Page Accountancy
Erika Angela, Director of Marketing
Yvonne Oliveras-Maldonado, MPH, MPA

Revenue Breakdown ($)
REDACTED

Revenue Projections and Start-Up Funding
REDACTED
It is assumed that
will be required for initial start-up and
REDACTED
REDACTED 4
operations. Cash on hand
with assets of
.
REDACTED
During the 1st year of operations, GE expects
in revenue,
REDACTED
2nd year
, and 3rd year of operations
. Est. taxes for
REDACTED
REDACTED
REDACTED
City of Pasadena 1st year
, 2nd year
, 3rd year
.
REDACTED

2

Pasadena Department of Transportation (2015, Aug. 08) Mobility Element. Pasadena, CA; City of Pasadena
General Plan (2016, Jan.25) Land Use Element. Pasadena, CA.
3
GE Community Liaison Loushana Rose begin enrollment process with Pasadena Chamber of Commerce
4
See Funding/Proof of Capitalization sub-section of Section 2. Business Plan application documents
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Gross Profit
Operating
Income (EBITDA)
Net Income
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REDACTED
REDACTED

REDACTED
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REDACTED
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Section C-1 Other Licensed Cannabis Business
Agency: City of Los Angeles
J090
Department of Cannabis Regulations

Lic # 0002580753-0001-5

07/01/2018

Description: DISTRIBUTOR
Agency: City of Los Angeles
J092
Department of Cannabis Regulations

Lic # 0002580753-0001-5

07/01/2018

Lic # 0002580753-0001-5

07/01/2018

Description: CULTIVATION
Agency: City of Los Angeles

J020

Department of Cannabis Regulations
Description: RETAIL
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Section D:
Government-Issued
Identification
Redacted

GREEN EARTH VITALITY
CORPORATION

DANIEL REISBORD
GECOLLECTIVE
1/31/2019
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SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS
Experience:
Chief Executive Officer & 100% Owner: Daniel Reisbord (CEO)
Daniel Reisbord holds a Bachelor of Business Administration from the U.S.C. Daniel
holds FINRA Series 7 and Series 4 license, and Real Estate License. He was
responsible for working with SEC compliance officers, educating investors on
management portfolios, and managing staff. In 2005, Daniel transitioned the
science associated with Cannabis Cultivation. His responsibilities included educating
dispensary owners in the City of Los Angeles on new industry trends for agricultural
“good” practices and high-quality production of medicinal cannabis products.
“Cannabis has many natural healing qualities,” says Reisbord of Green Earth Vitality
Corporation (“GE”). It’s a credo he lives by, and one that caused him to spring to action in 2007 when
the City of Los Angeles offered the opportunity to operate licensed medicinal retailer dispensaries1. “It
was not a difficult decision for me,” recalls Reisbord. “I first learned how to operate retail shops from my
father, Paul Reisbord, who founded C&R Clothiers2, a men’s clothing chain with over 100 retail locations.
“I experienced, operated, and managed many retail, art
galleries, mortgage banking corporations, and hedge funds, and I
knew that I could get involved and help the nascent cannabis
industry efforts of compliance and legalization. I am a retail
owner, it’s in my blood, so I took action.”
Armed with enough capital of his own money with civic and
business community support, in 2007, Daniel launched GE, a
state and City of Los Angeles licensed # A10-18-2007-TEMP
RETAILER. Also, GE holds a licensed cultivation and distributor
license3.
Evidence of Prior Experience from legally Permitted Activities.
Over the past decade, Daniel and his team have scaled the GE
Revenue to over
annually, serving some 35,000 patients and
Consumers, averaging over REDACTED in tax revenue to the City of
Los Angeles per quarter
REDACTED

REDACTED

Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Throughout his career of owning, and managing GE,
Daniel has identified best practices in compliance with
local and state regulations into his current cannabis
Retailer business.
1

See City of Los Angeles: Medical Marijuana Interim Control Ordinance (ICO). (2007, Sept).
See Horovitz, B. (1991). Ad marketing President to Help Run C&R Clothiers. LA Times, B2.
3
Cultivation License #TML-18-0000996-TEMP; Distributor License #A11-18-0000099-TEMP (See APPENDIX A).
2

5
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The following best practices are current throughout GE’s operations to ensure safe, compliant, and
efficient dispensary, as well as organizational culture for the benefit of patients, customers, staff, and
the communities we operate.
Security. GE has implemented design features, technologies, standard operating procedures, employee
training (monthly), and administrative check-n-balances to deter, detect, and delay intrusion and
prevent theft and diversion by staff or anyone associated with GE. GE’s security is comprised of four
essential elements: (1) Site and Building perimeter protection, provided by our contracted security firm
(24hrs), exterior lighting in entire area, physical barrier,(door buzz access to dispensary), and secure
storage (steel doors buzz in ONLY); (2) an Electronic Security System, comprised of employee badge
access, intrusion alarm system with closed-circuit television surveillance system, all equipped with
remote monitoring and smart-phone notification; (3) Organizational Security, including policies,
procedures, and protocols for all staff and visitors to our dispensary, mandatory background checks; and
(4) Information Technology Security, strict password requirement for access to TREEZ4. Also, GE has
available SOPs related to security5
Patient and Customer Management. GE pays particular attention to ensuring patients and customers
receive the care and knowledge they require for responsible use via robust employee training policies,
face-to-face counseling and education, written cannabis education materials, and educational events.
Due to the sensitive nature of patient and caregiver relationships with medical dispensary operations,
maintaining Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliance, protecting
individually identifiable health information, keeping patient health records up-to-date, and creating a
general state of confidentiality and trust are also integral elements of maintaining patient loyalty for GE.
Product Management. Product quality, purity, safety, and security are GE’s top concerns. GE SOPs are
centered on inventory control, product management, signage, packaging and labeling, recall and
withdrawal, and shipping and receiving to maintain a safe and legal cannabis operation. Title 16 C.F.R.
1700 of the Poison Prevention Packaging Act provides federal guidelines for all GE staff to follow
regarding exiting packaging, which occurs in plain, opaque, tamper-evident, and child-resistant
packaging to keep products out of the hands of children, pets, or an unauthorized end user per Bureau
of Cannabis Code (BCC) § 50486. Quality Assurance. Core to GE’s success is assuring all cannabis and
manufactured cannabis products must be cultivated, processed, handled, packaged, labeled, stored, and
dispensed in a safe and sanitary manner. Hence, GE SOP ensure both Good Handling Practices, and
quality control measures in the spirit of federal standards, including OHSA, USDA and the FDA
regulations, such as, bi-monthly health and safety inspections; use and maintenance of Safety Data
Sheets, required personal protective equipment, safety training for all employees, hazard
communication policies, general safety rules, and facility safety requirements in accordance with Health
& Safety Code (HSC) § 11362. Waste Management. In accordance with BPC § 26013, GE takes
responsibility and maintain procedures for the safe usage, storage, and disposal of potential
environmental contaminants should they be produced or used at any regulated cannabis facility,
including crop inputs including but not limited to fertilizers and pesticides. Waste management logs
maintained and reviewed weekly. GE CONTINUES TO OPERATE SINCE 2007 WITH NO VIOLATIONS OF
THE LOCAL OR STATE LAWS!

4

TREEZ INC provides cannabis track-and-trace (CATT) compliant with BCC § 5048.
Section 4: Security Plan of this Application highlight: SOPs for (1) Access Control; (2) Fire Security; (4) Prohibition
On-Site Consumption; (5) Liaising w/Community & Local Law Enforcement;(5) Inventory Security;(6) Code of Safe
Work Practices and more.
6
See Sub-Section 2A Operations of Application for exact SOP language.
5

6
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Ownership TEAM.
GE’s ownership team as defined by BPC 26001, serves as an integrated matrix of advisory board
professions (see Cover Letter), staff, and management.

Daniel Reisboard,
CEO (Owner)

Advisory Board

Jonathan Uribe,
Director of
Operations

Loushana Rose
Roybal,HR &
Community Liaison

GE MANAGEMENT TEAM (BPC 26001)
Jonathan Uribe, Director of Operations (DOO)
Jonathan Uribe is the Director of Operations at Green Earth Collective where he
helps to keep Green Earth up-to-date with the latest Cannabis Technology,
oversees the majority of Green Earth’s staff to ensure a high level of quality,
professionalism & integrity. Also, Jonathan maintains continuous compliance rules
& regulations and is the head purchaser constantly researching clean and
compliant inventory. Before working at Green Earth, Jonathan specialized in
information technology and computer science before he majored in Fire
Technology & Emergency Medicine which he completed his EMT Certification in
2013. After years of working in logistics and distribution. In 2015 he was one of the founding partners of
Easy Greens Distribution, a cannabis distribution company that created and delivered products to over
100+ dispensaries statewide.
Loushana Rose Roybal, Director of Human Resources & Community Liaison
Loushana Rose Roybal has been a part of the Cannabis Industry since 1996, as one
of the first medical patients in the Bay Area. Having an autoimmune disease at a
young age and coming from a political background, Cannabis activism and natural
healing have always been a part of her life. 2004, Loushana Roybal moved to
Pasadena to take care grandfather Congresswoman Roybal and Grandmother,
Lucille Beserra Roybal. 2008 to the present time, Loushana started working and at
GEC as a general manager, focusing on Human Resources and Community
Outreach.
Degrees:
AA- 2002-Humanities degree Merritt College –Oakland Ca.
BA- 2004- Fine Art & Education Degree- California College of the Arts
CMP- 1997- Massage Certificate – Twin Lake Healing Art School – Santa Cruz Ca.
MUA- 2006- Make Up Artist -Burbank Ca.
7
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN
Sub-Section 2A: OPERATIONS
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
GE operates in a highly regulated environment7. It is critical to our stakeholder including our patients,
customers, employees, and contractors that GE operates in compliance with all rules and Regulations.
Thus, GE has established these Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) to direct employees in the
operation of a fully compliant, transparent, and sustainable cannabis retailer. The policies and
procedures contained herein address both legal requirements and best practice. Importantly, Quality
Control measures are integrated with SOPs to ensure operational safety, quality, consistency, and
compliance. The Advisory Board reviews SOPs and approved by the CEO, Legal Counsel, and Director of
Operations before the beginning of the company’s operations. These SOPs are currently in practice at
the GE dispensary located at 4801 York Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90042.

7

City of Pasadena Title 5-Business License and Regulations, Chp. 5.78-Commerical Cannabis Activity; Title 8-Health
and Safety, Chp. 8.10-Commerical Cannabis Public Health Permit; Chp. 5.28 Cannabis Business Tax; CA. Code of
Regulations (CCR) Title 16 Div. 42 BCC.

8
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Day-to-Day Operational Methods
Operational Insurance Policy (PMC § 5.78.140)
As a best practice and operational policy, GE maintains a REDACTED liability insurance policy and shall
identify the City of Pasadena for any and all cost associated with its permit relating to cannabis
commercial business activities.
Retail Sale Policy
The purpose of this policy is to outline OUR retailer operational requirements so that GE remains in
compliance with state law and Title 8 Health and Safety. Chp. 8.11- Commercial Cannabis Facilities of
the Pasadena Municipal Code (P.M.C) and PMC § 5.78. GE will educate employees upon hire and on an
ongoing basis to ensure compliance (PMC 8.11.110).
General Liability Insurance
GE, Inc Cannabis Delivery Service will maintain commercial general liability insurance with coverage at
least as broad as Insurance Services Office form CG 00 01, in an amount not less than REDACTED per
occurrence, REDACTED general aggregate, for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage.
I.

Procedure
A. GE will require at least 2 employees to be onsite where marijuana storing occurs
B. GE Pasadena retail may:
a. Only receive marijuana items from the approved California distributor licensees
b. Only sell marijuana items to a consumer from the licensed premises who is
registered on the MMICP or Adult over age 21.
C. GE may only sell to consumers between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. local time.
D. GE MAY NOT: (P.M.C § 8.11.040).
a. Provide free samples of marijuana items to a consumer (BCC § 5411)
b. Sell or give away pressurized containers of butane or other materials that could be
used in the home production of marijuana extracts.
c. Require a consumer to purchase other products or services as a condition of
purchasing a marijuana item or receiving a discount on a marijuana item.
d. Sell a marijuana item for less than the cost of acquisition.
e. Provide coupons or offer discounts, except that uniform volume discounts are
permitted
E. GE will not sell any other types of cannabis, alcohol, or illicit related drug product, including
pipes, bongs, or wrapping papers, other than marijuana delivery device required for the
medical use of marijuana and is specified by the physician in the MMICP or Adult over 21
years of age.
F. Marijuana items offered for sale will be stored in a manner that the items are only
accessible to authorized representatives until the final sale to the consumer is completed.

9
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Opening Procedures Checklist
Staff: Arrive 60 minutes prior to opening. Leave all doors locked until the scheduled open. Review and
execute the checklist below. At the scheduled opening time, unlock the exterior door.
Employee Initial

Task
DISABLE security system.
TURN ON all lights, AV equipment, TV’s.
ENABLE the proper slide shows and Videos on TV’s and begin their loops.
INSPECT the Dispensary:
REVIEW Signs for damage, theft, or vandalism:
Note details here
VERIFY all closing jobs were performed:
Note details and employee here
CHECK that all light bulbs, Exit Signs, Fire Extinguishers, AED are functioning:
Note details here
VERIFY Inventory is in place
CHARGE the till
PERFORM daily maintenance
On the first of every month, ADJUST the exterior illuminated signage timer, to ensure it is on at
optimal hours.
PRINT Inventory Reconciliation Reports
CYCLE COUNT Inventory Quantities

Completed by: Employee Signature

Date:

Purchasing Limits (BCC § 5409)
It is the policy of GE to comply with purchasing limits set forth by the BCC.
I.

Procedure
a. For Adult-Use Customers, GE will not sell more than one ounce (28.5 grams) of cannabis
and up to eight grams of concentrated cannabis (separated resin, whether crude or
purified, from cannabis).
b. For Medical Use Patients, GE will not sell more than you 8 ounces of dried cannabis or
12 immature plants
c. The POS SYSTEM will create an alert to the Dispensary Agent notifying the Agent if the
limits have been exceeded
d. If the limits are exceeded, the items will be removed and put back into inventory until
the Customer or Patient has met their limit

Patient-Adult-User Verification: Medical Marijuana Identification Card Program
I.
Procedure
a. All patients and caregivers will be required to provide a government-issued photo ID as
well as Medical I.D. card. This will be used to verify the person’s identity, at which point
can be compared to the entry into the MMICP/Adult-User.
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b. GE will use the following to validate a patient or caregiver identity:
i. Passport
ii. Driver License which may be issued in California or by any other state as long as
the license has a picture of the person.
iii. Identification card issued under California law.
iv. United States military identification card.
v. Any other identification card issued by a state that bears a picture of persons,
the name of the person, the person’s date of birth and a physical description of
the person.
c. All dispensary personnel will undergo training of the MMICP/Adult-User. This will
include how to look-up patients, validate physician’s orders, and log the dosage and
quantity dispensed.
d. When using the registry, the employee will use their unique employee identifier
e. GE will not dispense marijuana to any qualified patients who are under 18 years old. If a
patient is under 18, the marijuana will be dispensed to the qualifying patient’s caregiver.
f. Upon dispensing the marijuana and marijuana delivery device, the GE employee will
record the following:
i. Form of marijuana dispensed
ii. The type of marijuana delivery device-dispensed
iii. The name and MMICP/Adult-User identification number of the qualified patient
or his/her caregiver
Closing Procedures
Policy to educate staff as to the proper procedure to ensure all doors are secured and locked when the
business is not in operation. This policy is to outline the procedure for securing all doors, exterior, and
interior, at the end of each business day to safeguard all marijuana items and records on the licensed
premises. The purpose is to provide safeguards against illegal entry, theft, and diversion of marijuana
items and required records.
I. Procedure:
A. Keys to interior and exterior doors are in possession of the licensee(s) and /or licensee
representative or authorized personnel only.
B. All exterior doors have installed approved commercial locks. These doors are locked after
all customers have exited the premises at the end of each business each day.
C. Once all marijuana and THC infused products and required records have been properly
secured, the licensee(s) and /or licensee representative or authorized personnel secures all
locked doors using double check method.
1. All exterior doors are secured, and licensee(s) and /or licensee representative or
authorized personnel makes a second round to ensure vault/safe in the storage
area is locked and secured
2. GE authorized personnel ensures the storage area door is locked and secured; the
(desk/cupboard) outside the locked storage area is locked and secured.
3. GE authorized personnel checks all exterior doors from the inside to ensure that
all are locked and secured.
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4. All employees exit the designated door, and the licensee(s) and /or licensee
representative or authorized personnel ensures the door is properly closed,
locked and secured and that the security system is armed.
D. Arming the Security System
1. When the alarm is armed or disarmed, an email notification is sent to the
Licensee listing first and last name of the person, time and date of the person who
has entered the code into the security panel.
2. All authorized employees have a unique PIN to arm and disarm the security panel
and the close and opening of the business day.
3. Upon termination of employment, the code will be disabled.
Opening and Closing Inventories
I.
Procedure
A. A comprehensive inventory of all marijuana will be done twice daily:
i. Before the dispensary opens
ii. After close of daily operations.
B. All marijuana and items containing marijuana are counted, weighed, or both.
C. Inventory results will be submitted to the Inventory Control Agent for reconciliation
with the inventory data generated the previous evening or in the operations of the day
after being closed out.
D. Discrepancies will trigger an inventory audit by the Inventory Control Agent and, if
confirmed, a review of electronic security and surveillance data.
E. Law enforcement authorities will be notified immediately if the Inventory Control Agent
ascertains that there has indeed been loss, theft, improper diversion, or any other
criminal activity.
Closing Procedures Checklist
Staff: 15 minutes prior to closing, begin the closing process. Review and execute the checklist below.

Employee Initial

Task
15 minutes prior to closing, ANNOUNCE to the store and range that “GE is closing in
15 minutes. Guests should finish up and make their way to the exit.” REPEAT the
announcement every 5 minutes until closing.
At closing, ANNOUNCE, “The time is now 9:00 pm, and GE is now closed. Thank you
for visiting us and we hope to see you again soon. Please make way towards the
exit, thank you.”
LOCK the front door.
PRINT Inventory Reconciliation Reports
CYCLE COUNT Inventory Quantities
WALK the entire facility, ensuring that it is empty and no one is left inside.
MANAGER to empty the till, and record amounts in the ledger. Have a second
employee come verify amounts and initial ledger.
ANNOUNCE final callout “Security System is being armed, is anyone left in here?” to
ensure no employee has returned to the building for something.
ARM the Security System.
EXIT building

Completed by: Employee Signature

Date:
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Maintenance & Cleaning
Daily Procedures
Sanitization is essentially a good, deep cleaning. GE considers this exercise to be critical to the successful
dispensary. It is an integral part of ongoing maintenance and includes changing light bulbs. Good
sanitization practices will usually eliminate some of the most unwanted microorganisms.
I.
Procedure:
a. Mop the floors
b. Clean the bathrooms
c. Inspect HVAC Filters
d. Inspect light bulbs
e. Inspect all video-surveillance cameras
Cannabis Waste Management
GE will not sell cannabis waste. The following procedure will be used to manage cannabis waste.
I.
Procedure:
a. GE will dispose of cannabis waste in the designated secured waste receptacle in a
secured area on the licensed premises.
b. Public access to the designated receptacle is prohibited.
If a local agency, or waste hauler permitted by a local agency, is being used to
collect and process cannabis waste, a GE will do following:
1. Provide the Bureau with the following information for the local agency,
or waste hauler franchised or contracted by a local agency, who will
collect and process the licensee's cannabis waste;
a. Name of the local agency providing waste hauling services, if
applicable;
b. COMPANY NAME of the local agency franchised or contracted
or permitted waste hauler, if applicable;
c. COMPANY business address; and
d. Name of the primary contact person at the GE and contact
person's phone number.
2. Obtain documentation from the entity hauling the waste that indicates
the date and time of each collection of cannabis waste at the licensed
premises; and
3. Obtain a copy of the certified weight ticket or other documentation
prepared by the entity hauling the waste confirming receipt of the
cannabis waste at one, or more, of the following solid waste facilities:
a. A manned, fully permitted. solid waste landfill or transformation
facility;
b. A manned, fully permitted composting facility or manned
composting operation;
c. A manned, fully permitted in-vessel digestion facility or manned
in-vessel digestion operation;
d. A manned, fully permitted transfer/processing facility or
manned transfer/processing operation; or
13
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Environmental Sustainability
Energy Consumption
GE is committed to keeping power consumption as low as safely possible in the facility. Prior to
operation, GE will install energy efficient lighting throughout the facility. Equipment purchased will be
Energy Star rated whenever possible. Smart thermostats will be installed to reduce the healing and
cooling demands within the property.
GE will utilize existing programs to ensure that our business is as energy efficient as possible. This
includes participating in the local Energy Watch programs to invite Energy Auditors to our business
location to perform a free audit of the existing lighting, HVAC, and/or refrigeration systems. We will take
into serious account the results of this audit to ensure that upon opening, our location will have the
smallest possible carbon footprint. GE’s policies to keep fossil fuel consumption low. Thus, GE will work
with local buyers and suppliers instead of business located in faraway parts of California.

INTENTIONALLY BLANK
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Financial Plan
Startup projections are based on a 10-year history of operating a dispensary in the metro area necessary
to address all demands on review. In addition, the projections are calculated on a formula based on
dispensary square footage of usable revenue generating space. It is assumed that startup for the 1st
Quarter at REDACTED (Our experience suggests that any firm not including 1st Quarter operations at
startup will not be sustainable). Estimated expenses of REDACTED for tentative improvements of
leased property, interior outlay, and soft-cost. Noteworthy, is GE assumes an additional REDACTED
Initial & General Cost. GE is self-fund has over REDACTED in assets and approximately REDACTED cash-inhand8.

$
CAPEX
Land & Development
Space improvements including
finishing/painting, kitchen, office space,
bathrooms, etc.
Security system including multiple camera
feeds and metal/weapons detectors
Furniture, Display Counters, Refrigerators,
Freezers, Multiple POS/ Cash Registers,
Registration Computer, Commercial Label
Printer, Storage Hardware and Shelving
Cost for Computer Software (Accounting
Software, Payroll Software, CRM Software,
Microsoft Office, QuickBooks Pro)

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

REDACTED

OPEX
Direct Costs
Initial & General Costs
Operating Expenses, including salaries
Marketing & Sales Expenses
Misc.
Total

GE will fund its startup costs largely through personal savings and private investments.

8

Proof of Capitalization in following sub-section “Funding/Proof of Capitalization”
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From a total investment of REDACTED, GE is expected to generate nearly REDACTED in gross revenues
with net income of nearly REDACTED in Year 2, its first
full year of operations. Revenues are expected to grow
to nearly REDACTED in Year 3.

REDACTED

REDACTED
After the first year of operations, it is
expected that GE will be able to trim expenses
by realizing business efficiencies, gaining
operational experience and industry
knowledge.
Direct and Indirect Social Impacts
GE will create more than 17 new jobs in Pasadena with over REDACTED salaries, REDACTED Social Security
taxes, REDACTED Medicare taxes and REDACTED for Insurance each year. GE also intends 0.5% of sales will
be allocated to the schools and different community programs.
Table 1. Taxes flow, $

Executive Summary Direct and Indirect
Impacts Table
Year 1
Property Tax
Federal Tax
State Tax
Community programs

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

REDACTED
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Year 7

Revenue Projections
GE positions that its initial investment is
more than sustainable for operations and
inventory is illustrative in the Summary
Estimation Chart for the first 3 years of
operations.

REDACTED

REVENUE PROJECTION
$
Total Revenues
Total Cost of
Goods Sold
Total Operating
Expenses
EBITDA
Interest Expense
Net Income

Year 1

Year 2

Year 4

REDACTED

Cash
Total Assets
Revolver (ShortTerm Debt)
Long-Term Debt
Total
Shareholder's
Equity
NPV

REDACTED

Year 3

Total Cash Flow
from (to)
Operations
Total Cash Flow
from (to)
Investing
Unlevered Free
Cash Flow
Present Value of
Unlevered Free
Cash Flow
Terminal Value
Present Value of
Terminal Value
NPV based on
terminal year 3
NPV based on
terminal year 5
NPV based on
terminal year 7

REDACTED
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Maintenance of Financial and Business Records: Integrated Accounting & Transactional Systems
I.
Procedure
The following records will be kept and maintained for a duration of seven years. These records
will be made available for inspection if requested by an employee of the BCC, PMC § 5.78.150 or
the California Department of Tax. Also, GE has an outside financial firm advising and auditing all
records.
A. Records will be kept in a manner that allows the records to be produced for the Bureau
in a hard copy or electronic form
B. Documentation of all financial transactions related to the licensed business.
i. Bank statements
ii. Sales Invoices
iii. Receipts
iv. Tax Records
v. All records required by the California Department of Tax and Fee Administration
under title 18, California Code of Regulations, sections 1698 and 4901.
C. Purchase invoices and supporting documents for items and services purchased for use in
the production, processing, research, testing, and sale of marijuana items that include
from whom the items were purchased and the date of purchase.
D. Personnel Records including:
E. Training Records including:
F. Contract regarding commercial cannabis activity
G. Permits for operation
H. Security Records
I. Destruction of Cannabis
J. Track and Trace
Accounting
Accounting practices are done in accordance with GAAP rules. GE uses both internal resources as well
as outside professional services to maintain integrity, transparency, and compliance. The CEO and COO
retain primary responsibility and accountability for establishing internal controls and secure, accurate
financial information to appropriate outside services. It is expected that accurate records are maintained
in TREEZ track-and-trace. Additionally, lockable filing cabinets and control of hardware and software
access to financial information.
Finally, a CPA firm is contracted for general accounting services based on references, types/sizes of
business’ in the firm’s current client base, and their fee structures.
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Funding/Proof of Capitalization
The applicant Daniel Reisbord has access to operational capital once business is operational9.

REDACTED

9

Daniel Reisbord private account as of 12/31/2018. $527,995. Other proof available upon request.
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Records Software__(TREEZ)
Compliance as the mantra for GE, record Software provider TREEZ, Inc, and METRC, the BCC choice
track-and-trace platform provide the integrated cannabis commercial business activity utilized by GE.
Such that GE has provided GE with complaint
reporting, safety protocols, consumer data
protection, cannabis management protocols and
detection against theft and loss track-and-trace
through smartphones with secure access. TREEZ
Inc., is a decentralized point of sale capabilities,
automate compliance, integrated payment
processing, and increased stability with TREEZ;
allowing GE, and our licensed manufacturers and
cultivators to track their respective business
objectives, data and performance metrics in realtime and manage the supply change. Key to Success
of GE’s business model outlined in Section 1. That
is, TREEZ
• Robust, Built-In Reporting
Capabilities: Real-time insights that
allow GE to drive key performance
indicators (KPIs)
• Enhanced and Integrated
Compliance Suite: Easily manages
state-mandated cannabis
regulations for Pasadena and the
state.
• Seed-to-Sale Traceability: Closely
monitors every step of the
product’s
lifecycle from cultivation to retail, all from a single, compliant platform
• Going Beyond the Limitations of METRC APIs: TREEZ acts as a premier business tool to
enhance internal processes, streamline operations and boost efficiency
• Integrate at the PO Level: GE easily pulls shipments from METRC down to TREEZ and
automate state tracking compliance every step of the way.
Records of Sales & Delivery Manifest (TREEZ)
I.
Procedure
a. Daily Sales Reporting
i. Designated Team Lead or Manager is responsible for daily sales reporting
ii. Reconcile daily cash, checks and gift card amounts to the Register Reports to
validate previous night’s closing activities
iii. Print day’s Revenue Report, Deposit Report, and Sales by Category Report from
TREEZ SYSTEM
iv. Daily Sales Template (TREEZ forms)
1. Enter sales by revenue categories from TREEZ Revenue Report
2. Enter sales tax calculations from TREEZ Revenue Report
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3. Enter Cost of Goods Sold by revenue categories from TREEZ Sales by
Category Report
4. Enter Credit Card, Drawer Cash, and Gift Card transactions from the
Deposit Report (report any over/under cash amounts)
5. Save completed Daily Sales Template, by date, to GE shared drive, Daily
Reports
6. Utilizing the Daily Sales Report Spreadsheet, make daily journal entry
into TREEZ
v. Designated Team Lead or Manager fills out deposit slip noting the day’s
reporting date and makes the daily bank deposit
vi. Month End Tasks
I.
Procedure
a. Provide the following items to the accounting firm
b. Ongoing access to Daily Sales Reports (Cloud)
c. PAYROLL SYSTEM Summary Report for both pay periods (s)
d. TREEZ Report w/categories added (Online Sales)
e. Bank statements (s)
f. Month-end physical inventory report (POS SYSTEM)
g. Memberships Report for the month (POS SYSTEM)
h. Approve and publish a monthly financial report to Board Member
Delivery Manifest (TREEZ)
A. Transportation Manifest (PMC § 5.78.150)
i. Proof of automobile and corresponding liability insurance and placement of our
dispensary as an additional insured will be required prior to operations and on a
quarterly basis.
ii. The name, license number, and premises address of the originating licensee.
iii. The name, license number, and premises address of the licensee transporting
the cannabis goods.
iv. The name; license number, and premises address of the destination licensee
receiving the cannabis goods into inventory or storage.
v. The date and time of departure from the licensed premises and approximate
date and time of departure from each subsequently licensed premises, if any.
vi. Arrival date and estimated time of arrival at each licensed premises.
vii. Driver license number of the personnel transporting the cannabis goods, and
the make, model, and license plate number of the vehicle used for transport
Outgoing Cannabis Delivery Manifest
All transport of outgoing products will be supported by a detailed transit manifest. All transportation
recordkeeping will be digitalized and be an output of the seed to sale tracking system.
I.

Procedure
A. The name, address and permit number of the dispensary, name of and contact
information for a representative of the dispensary with direct knowledge of the
transport.
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B. The name, address and permit number of the receiving patient or GE owned dispensary,
and the name of the contact information for a representative of the marijuana
organization.
C. Maps and designated routes,
D. Date along with arrival and departure times,
E. Transport Vehicle’s make, model, and license plate number
F. The name and identification number of the dispensary agent responsible for the
transport, and
i. Product information (type of product, quantity, inventory tracking numbers).
G. A copy of this manifest is kept at the dispensary and a copy is carried by the transport
agent during the trip. After delivery, the transport agent will record the end-time
and actual route of the trip on the transit manifest.
H. A copy of the manifest should go to the recipient receiving the marijuana.
I. All transport records will be kept and maintained and provided for review on
request.
J. All cannabis goods will be placed in an opaque exit package before leaving the premises
K. Delivery vehicle will not contain more than REDACTED of cannabis goods at any time
Receipt of Inbound Cannabis Manifest
We will require all incoming materials to have a detailed transit slip ready on arrival and carried
throughout the trip.
II.

Procedure
A. Transport Agent will carry a detail transportation manifest containing:
i. A unique Purchase Order number to track system receipts
ii. The name, license number, and premises address of the originating licensee.
iii. The name, license number, and premises address of the licensee transporting
the cannabis goods.
iv. The name; license number, and premises address of the destination licensee
receiving the cannabis goods into inventory or storage.
v. The date and time of departure from the licensed premises and approximate
date and time of departure from each subsequently licensed premises, if any.
vi. Arrival date and estimated time of arrival at each licensed premises.
vii. Driver license number of the personnel transporting the cannabis goods, and
the make, model, and license plate number of the vehicle used for transport
B. GE will NOT accept, possess, or sell cannabis goods if they are not packaged as
they will be sold at final sale
C. Upon arrival, either the Inventory Control or Transport Agent will update the system to
reflect receipt of the unique Purchase Order
D. Upon receipt of cannabis goods for transport, storage, or inventory, a licensee shall
ensure that the cannabis goods received are as described in the shipping manifest and
shall record acceptance and acknowledgment of the cannabis goods in the track and
trace system.
E. If there are any discrepancies between the type or quantity specified in the shipping
manifest and the type or quantity received by the licensee, the licensee shall record.
and document the discrepancy in the track and trace system and any relevant business
record.
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Inventory Tracking (TREEZ)
The foundation of our inventory tracking system is the state-of-the-art TREEZ. Every marijuana product
received into our facility will be tagged with a unique (sequential) identification number. The inventory
control tags will be scanned in upon receipt to update inventory quantities.
I.

Procedure
A. TREEZ will store the following information for all commercial cannabis activities:
i. Packaging of cannabis goods.
ii. Sale of cannabis goods.
iii. Transportation of cannabis goods to a licensee.
iv. Receipt of cannabis goods.
v. Return of cannabis foods.
vi. Destruction and disposal of cannabis goods.
vii. Laboratory testing and results.
viii. Any other activity as required pursuant to this division, or by any other licensing
authority.
B. For each activity, the following information will be record:
i. Name and type of the cannabis goods.
ii. Unique identifier of the cannabis goods.
iii. Amount of the cannabis goods, by weight or count.
iv. Date and time of the activity or transaction.
v. Name and license number of other licensees involved in the activity or
transaction.

This enables us to build routine inventory control and documentation into the production process itself,
requiring verified inventory updates at each stage of the production process.
Track-and-Trace
Track and Trace Account Manager
Pursuant to Section 26013.5048(b), GE will designate one individual to own the management of the
track and trace system. This individual may authorize other owners or employees as track and trace
system users and shall ensure that all users are trained on the track and trace system prior to use. The
Track and Trace Account Manager will adhere to the following rules:
1. The account manager shall attend and successfully complete all required track and trace system
training, including any orientation and continuing education.
2. If the account manager did not complete the required track and trace system training prior to
receiving their annual license, the account manager shall sign up for and complete statemandated training, as prescribed by the Bureau, within five business days of license issuance.
3. The account manager and each user shall be assigned a unique log-on, consisting of a username
and password. The account manager or each user accessing the track and trace system shall
only do so under his or her assigned log-on and shall not use or access a log-on of any other
individual. No account manager or user shall share or transfer his or her log-on, username, or
password, to be used by any other individual for any reason.
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4. The account manager shall maintain a complete, accurate, and up-to-date list of all track and
trace system users, consisting of their full names and usernames.
5. A licensee shall monitor all compliance notifications from the track and trace system, and timely
resolve the issues detailed in the compliance notification.
Track-and-Trace Integration w/ GE Operations (TREEZ)
The following protocol integrates GE’s daily staff responsibilities and duties with our track-and-trace
platform, exemplifying some best practices learned.
1.

Receipt of cannabis goods from a distributor or transporter;
a.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

2.

Enter the following information:
Distributor’s name and license number;
Name of licensee who transported the cannabis goods and license number;
Type of cannabis goods received;
Amount received, by weight or count;
Best-by, sell-by, or expiration date, if any, of each product, received;
The date of receipt of cannabis goods;
The unique identifiers associated with the cannabis goods received; and

Sale of medical cannabis goods to a cannabis patient or consumer;
b.

Enter the following information:

i.
ii.

The name of the licensed dispensary employee who processed the sale;
The name or a patient identification number of the medical cannabis patient or
consumer who made the purchase;
iii.
The date and time of the transaction;
iv.
A list of the cannabis goods purchased, including a description of the quantity
purchased;
v.
The unique identifiers associated with the cannabis goods sold; and
Inventory Control Agent
GE designated DOO (“Inventory Control Agent”) to be the dispensary agent responsible for inventory
tracking and control. The Inventory Control Agent will have operational oversight over and
responsibility for GE’s inventory control system. He is responsible for seeing that this Inventory Control
Plan is implemented and operates as intended. He also bears responsibility for ensuring that the
electronic tracking system is operating properly, that daily opening and closing inventories are
performed as required, and that manual inventory results tally with electronic records. Further, he is
responsible for performing a full audit of the inventory and inventory records at least once every thirty
(30) days and whenever discrepancies are detected. Note. All staff involved in the handling of marijuana
will be trained in the proper inventory control techniques that go with their jobs, and in the use of our
electronic tracking system.
Tracking Inventory Quantities
DOO will be responsible for performing inventory, upon delivery, of all newly-purchased non-marijuana
materials (dispensary supplies, and raw materials). They will provide their written inventory results to
our accountants for reconciliation with purchase orders.
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I.

Procedure
A. Inventory of marijuana will be precise, down to 1/100th of a gram for some purposes.
B. We will use precision scales that are calibrated daily.
C. All weights must fall within specific tolerance ranges to ensure there is no inventory
shrinkage:
i. The inventory tracking system creates an alert if weights fall outside of specified
tolerance ranges.
D. Any discrepancies between actual and recorded inventory will trigger an audit of
inventory holdings and inventory records by the Inventory Control Agent sufficient to
identify the problem.
i. Confirmed inventory shrinkage will trigger a review of security and surveillance
data and the implementation of appropriate corrective measures.
ii. Law enforcement authorities will be notified immediately if the Inventory
Control Agent ascertains that there has indeed been loss, theft, improper
diversion, or any other criminal activity.
E. The records of all inventories will show:
i. The time and date of the inventory,
ii. The inventory results,
iii. The names and registry identification numbers of the employees performing the
inventory, and
iv. Their signatures.
F. The electronic record will be maintained in our database for at least five (5) years.
i. A hard-copy printout of the inventory results will be signed by the employee(s)
who have performed the inventory and kept on file (as a paper hard-copy or in
scanned facsimile) also for at least five (5) years.

The TREEZ Inc., integrated system ensures GE’s compliance with ALL sections of PMC 5.78.170, including
tax regulations, BCC changes and updates, and Consumer Relations Management (“CRM).
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State Testing Requirements
In compliance with the Bureau of Cannabis Control, all cannabis harvested all cannabis products
manufactured shall be tested according to Title 16, Section 5715 in the California Code of Regulations.
Testing compliance does not fall onto retailer, rather, it is the job of the Dispensary Agent to validate
that the items received into the facility have been tested.
I.

Procedure
A. The Inventory Control Agent will review packaging for the following items:
i. Pharmacologically active ingredients (THC, CBD) and amount (mg per serving),
B. If this information is missing, the products will be returned to the distributor.
C. GE’s Director of Operations is responsible for coordinating with the Quality Control
Officer and Purchasing Agent to ensure quality products, may conduct random testing of
GE’s supplied cannabis products with a certified Laboratory.
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Employee Training
GE’s staff training module focuses on the integration of CRM platforms communication techniques,
along with effective methodologies in understanding the effectiveness of compassion and sales.
Qualified candidates will be hired on a three-month probationary status. During this period, they will
participate in a rigorous training process, and be evaluated for suitability in a restricted-access medical
environment. Training will include the employee handbook, other reading materials, and lectures by
qualified professionals, hands-on training, and quizzes. The program will consist of the following
modules:
Advisory Board Module:
Legal & Consultant- Legal training will cover all City of Pasadena, California State and Federal laws
relating to marijuana, and especially those related to medical cannabis. Legal obligations of licensed
cannabis dispensaries will be emphasized. Other topics will include the rules and regulations of the
dispensary, sexual harassment training, effective interaction with law enforcement personnel, and the
rights and responsibilities of medical cannabis patients. Legal training will include at least one two-hour
session with an attorney who is a practicing member of the state bar.
Medical- Medical training will include disabled rights and sensitivity, how to identify and interact with a
patient having a medical emergency, the proper uses and benefits of medical cannabis, and an
introduction to the other medical treatments.
Sales- As noted under Sales Strategy, staff will be trained in patient care—not retail sales. The focus will
be on assisting patients in making appropriate decisions about how to choose the type of medicine
which is right for them. Staff will be provided with ongoing training in product information as well as
general service philosophy.
Safety- In addition to its focus on safety, security training will include acceptable currency identification
and counterfeit detection, warning signs of possible diversion to the illegal market, lock and alarm
procedures, perimeter and entrance control, robbery response techniques, conflict resolution
techniques and diversion detection techniques.
Employee Training Overlay
It is the policy at GE that the better informed our employees are, the better they can answer questions
and teach our customers the value of the products we carry. To ensure all employees enter the training
on the same page, GE utilizes the following items to standardize training:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

New Hire Training
Formalized Staff Training
One on One Training
Self-Directed Training
Peer to Peer Training

Employees will be tested on training content and must pass the test by their third attempt in order to
remain employed. All staff will also go through periodic refresher seminars, as well as new training on
any policy updates or changes in procedure.
Security and emergency response training is only part of the comprehensive training required for all
employees. In developing our official safety and security policies, we will consult with local law
enforcement. We will also work with local police to develop effective ongoing employee training
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seminars and practices. Especially in developing our policies and training procedures on crime
prevention and security threat response, we will seek the involvement of local law enforcement. All
emergency procedures will be rehearsed in periodic drills.
In addition to training and periodic drills, all employees will receive official GE reference material,
written in plain English and presented in an easy-to-use outline format, explaining all our operational,
safety, and security policies and protocols.
New Hire Training
I.
Procedure
REDACTED

Ongoing education is recommended, and employees will be encouraged to attend courses regularly at
GE and pursue the highest levels of dispensary agent qualification.
Formalized Staff Training Module
Classroom, traditional style training is the best way to ensure uniform instruction to the staff. However,
this style of training is expensive, time-consuming and typically merits low retention when not
supported by other training modalities. It is important to maximize this training by ensuring the training
is informative and participant base. With any formalized training the instructors must understand the
key goals of the training.
In short, when there are major changes in the way operations are handled, the Dir. of Operations will
coordinate off-hours, classroom style training to ensure the information is cascaded correctly.
One on One Training Module for Products & Potency
A follow up to formal training is to work one on one with staff reviewing training. Regardless if training
is product or procedure, it is important to follow up and test staff’s knowledge. We want staff to be able
to articulate knowledge in both words and actions. We need these follow ongoing with staff to ensure
retention. Several ways to follow up:
REDACTED
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REDACTED

Self-Directed Training Module
Staff needs to be encouraged to engage in self-directed education. Utilization of Patient Education
Materials should be read by all new employees. The materials for Self-Directed Training are as follows:
REDACTED

• References and Resources
Peer to Peer Training Module
Peer-to-peer training is a great way for employees to learn information in a non-threatening way and
this form of training is the ideal way for employees to learn from one another. Team building-through
peer-to-peer training all team members are able to come together without the pressures of daily
routines. The Dir. of Operations will be responsible for assigning Dispensary Agents for training on any
area where an employee requires additional training.
Customer Education
It is important to GE that all patients feel comfortable inside of the facility and with how to correctly use
marijuana medicine. To ensure this goal is met, we are developing and will offer the Services:
REDACTED
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Every patient will also be provided with a Patient Handbook. The New Patient Handbook will include:
REDACTED

ECO-SYSTEM Education module
Because of its commitment to transparency and education, GE will offer ready access to information
about its cannabis and cannabis products, and the methods by which it is obtained and/or
manufactured, to anyone who inquires. GE will be an active participant with other community
organizations to promote a positive and safe environment not only for users of medical cannabis, but for
the neighbors of locations where it transacts business. It will participate with and promote industry and
trade associations that advocate for sensible taxation and regulatory oversight mechanisms on both a
local and regional level.

More specifically, for each medicinal patient GE will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the patient’s particular ailment and his or her recommending physician;
Identify the strain or strains of cannabis most suitable to treatment of that ailment;
Discuss the use of cannabis as a treatment for the patient’s ailment;
Discuss the role of THC and CBD, their medicinal effects and interrelationship;
Determine whether the ailment necessitates short- or long-term usage of cannabis
Prepare a treatment plan with the patient/caregiver and/or their families;
Provide all statutorily required advisories and handouts to the patient;
Provide additional information to patients through seminars at the dispensary;
Conduct periodic reviews of the patient’s care plan with the patient;
Develop procedures for receiving and addressing patient concerns or complaints;
Identify and discuss potential treatment alternatives to cannabis use;
Identify, discuss and facilitate treatment modalities for use with cannabis;
Identify and discuss signs of misuse or dependence
Seek input from the patient as to the products and services provided;
Conduct customer/patient surveys as to the products and services provided
Provide empathy and compassion to the patient.
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Marketing
Marketing Objectives (BCC §§ 5040 & 5041)
In view of data and opportunities presented within this plan, the following summarizes general
objectives for the dispensary in the next one to two years of operation:
REDACTED

Marketing / Promotional Strategy
Leading dispensaries elsewhere have found that word of mouth and a media campaign are two of the
most important ways to attract patients and build awareness. GE will leverage these and other proven
methods as it undertakes the following initiatives to accomplish its stated marketing objectives.
Sponsorships and Community Participation - Paid sponsorships and exhibitor opportunities offer the GE
visibility and can often present significant exposure well beyond the paid cost of the opportunity.
Industry Activism - Additional participation includes formal activism, which helps promote the GE in
industry circles as well as forwards medical marijuana as a legal, safe alternative form of treatment.
Public Relations – BCC § 5041 and PMC § 5.78.170(B)(F)(G) Compliant-Managed coverage in local media
is another way GE will work to increase awareness and positive information about its services. Periodic
press releases will be furnished to local press, including the California newspapers, community
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newsletters, hospice and patient bulletin boards to highlight the dispensary’s progress and work in the
community.
Customer Marketing - GE will actively work to increase customers as well as encourage customer loyalty
and purchasing behavior by marketing to our customer base. Because of the relationship between GE
and patients, marketing must be permission-based and low-key.
Viral Marketing - Satisfied customers can be the most effective means to promote GE , particularly with
its strong brand. Therefore, additional effort will be directed at better leveraging its patient population
to evangelize on GE behalf. GE will develop a formal referral program that encourages current
customers to pass on information to a friend.
In addition to expanding alliance networks, GE is developing a strategy to reach out to a variety of
organizations and health providers who are in contact with prospective patients. Examples include
physicians, chiropractors, cancer support groups, AIDS organizations, senior GE, etc. A key part of this
initiative will be educating alliance partners on the benefits, legalities, and processes involved with
referring people for medical cannabis use.
Sub-Section 2B COMMUNITY BENEFITS
GE’s financial plan
outlining the
agreement of a
median REDACTEDfor
community benefit
initiatives
differentiates us by
demonstration of
how our business
will integrate into
Pasadena.

COMMUNITY BENEFITS

REDACTED

The Community
Benefits
Agreement
GE Inc. proposed location of 169 Cook Ave., Pasadena 91107 South of the 210 Freeway between Sierra
Madre Blvd., West, and North of Route 99, Planning area East Pasadena, Industry in Council District 4.
Understanding that our business will operate in a few miles’ radius of a Lamanda Park Merchants &
Residents Neighborhood (LPMR) area, most of which is lower-density residential. The purpose of this
Community Benefits Plan is to present recommendations to the stakeholders City of Pasadena, under
the recent Economic Development resolution(s) passed by the Pasadena City Council (Minimum Wage
Ordinance adopted March 14, 2016), the Community Benefits Plan will provide a partnership in
community job training, affordable housing, environmental mitigations, special event enforcement
programs, historic preservation, health and wellness programs, and economic development.
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According to recent data10, the average charity contribution in Council District 4 is REDACTED annually. GE
intends and has allocated over REDACTED annually, and more than REDACTED in support of Citywide
Community initiatives.All employees of GE shall be covered by a Collective Bargaining Agreement
(CBA) that meets conditions of livable wage, healthcare, and career advancement opportunities. No
matter hours per week of work.
Local Hiring and Purchases
A key concern for GE is the creation of local jobs and local hiring. It is the policy of GE to staff its
operations with greater than 100% of such persons residing in the city of Pasadena. It is also the policy
of GE to purchase products and services from local vendors in these cities whenever possible. In this
way, GE will use its revenues to create new jobs for the residents of its communities.
Article II. DEFINITIONS
Section 2.01 Area Residents: Residents of Lamanda Park Merchants Council District 4 surrounding
areas based on the issuance of a license to our business located in the Commercial use area along a 2mile boundaries.
Section 2.02 Community Benefits Plan (CBP): The instrument through which the Community Benefits
Plan Committee will make recommendations for the administration of the GE Inc., CBP The intent of
the CBP as authorized by the Resolution is to develop a strategy to enable the development and
operation of GE to have a positive impact on the economy, safety and environment of the surrounding
neighborhoods.
Section 2.03 Community Benefits Plan Committee (CBP Committee): A group
of affected stakeholders tasked with developing the CBP. Pursuant to the Municipal Code §
5.78.200(B), the CBP includes the following: City of Pasadena Council members community staffer from
Districts 4; a representative of the City of Pasadena Department of Planning & Community
Development; a representative from East Pasadena Building Health and Youth Communities; a
representative City Manager, a representative of neighborhood associates (LPMR); and a representative
from the clergy.
GE COMMUNITY RELATIONS CONTACT (PMC. §5.78.200)
Ms. LOUSHANA ROSE
169 COOK AVE
PASADENA, CA 91107
(323)-537-0082
loushana@gecollective.com

10

http://www.city-data.com/zips/91107.html
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Article III. COMMUNITY BENEFITS PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
The following categories are examples of recommendations that GE, Inc. attest to a partnership based
on the recommendation made by the CBP Committee after completing an information-driven monthly
committee meetings. The CBP Committee members received input from their respective neighborhoods
and worked collaboratively to create a unified vision.
Pending approval of GE’s request for licensure, the following Pasadena area organizations per our
communication await GE’s Letter of Intent (LOI) for participation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal Youth summer youth internships
Foothill Workforce Investment Board summer youth employment and foster youth employment,
City of Pasadena Ambassador Youth Program
City of Pasadena Human Services and Recreation summer youth employment in parks, pools
City of Pasadena Summer Rose Program summer youth employment
Pasadena Unified School District College and Career Pathways PUSD career academies
Day One work readiness and internship training
Section 3.01 Community Center - Job Training and Foothill Workforce Development Board (FWDB)
Programs
The development of the GE, Inc. is intended to bring jobs and other opportunities for career growth to
the impacted neighborhoods. In order to prepare Area Residents for new opportunities, it is important
that they be afforded the training and professional development programs necessary to qualify them for
the jobs and careers arising from the GE, Inc. GE Inc. will implement the following general project
concepts to further this CBP objective:
(a) Place-Based Training
(b) Soft Skills Development
Social Equity: Those Most Harmed by Impact of Criminalization
GE shall have no less than 50 percent of the weekly hours of the workforce performed by Employees
whose primary place of residence is within a three-mile radius of the Business Premises. Of those
Employees, 20 percent shall be Workers of low income and or prior California conviction-nonviolent and
reside in District 4 and 10 percent Workers of same requirement but reside in City of Pasadena. GE shall
make a good faith effort to have no less than 50 percent of the weekly hours of the workforce
performed by Employees whose primary place of residence is within a five-mile radius of the Business
Premises in the City of Pasadena. Goal: 30 Employees hired P/T per annual renewal of license

GE will contribute the following specific economic benefits:
Benefit
Employment (jobs)
Output ($thousands)

Direct Effects
30 P/T & 5 F/T

Indirect Effects
10 P/T

REDACTED

Note: Output reflects relationship with local supply chain business (i.e. vendors).
Jobs will be paid at Union wages and benefits.
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Section 3.02 Community Center - Business Initiatives
In the interest of empowering Area Residents to create and pursue their own business
initiatives and entrepreneurship, a serious effort should be made to provide them with
the resources and assistance necessary to support their business or creative ventures.
The stakeholders of GE, Inc. will implement the following general project concepts to further this CBP
objective:
(a) Technical Assistance/Capacity Building
(b) Business Center (with computer lab, internet, faxing, etc.)
(c) Small Business Development
(d) Micro Loan Program
(e) Historically Underutilized Business Zones (HUB Zone)
(f) Cannabis Incubator
(g) Business Incubator
Section 3.02.1 Partnerships with Existing Pasadena Business [pending approval]:
The list includes local enterprises in with GE has arranged LOIs pending permittee approval. These
enterprises are the initial fulfillment of the GE EC0-SYSTEM in Pasadena.
Pasadena Chamber of Commerce
44 North Mentor Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91106

Lincoln Avenue Nursery, Inc. Cloud Connected LLC
804 Lincoln Ave.
1055 E. Colorado Blvd., 5th Fl.
Pasadena, CA 91103
Pasadena, CA 91106

Section 3.03 GE Inc., Community Partnership Initative
- Education
Investments in the education of Area Residents are a priority of the GE, Inc. development.
A comprehensive and sustainable community enrichment initiative that includes a
robust educational component that educates Area Residents at a variety of levels and
ages. GE Inc. will implement the following general project concepts to
further this CBP objective:
(a) Comprehensive Education Programs
(b) GED Program
(c) Education Fund
(d) Technical School Fund
(e) Internship/Apprenticeship and Jobs Training Programs
(f) Ex-Offender Re-entry Program
Goal: .05% of GE Inc., annual net revenue
Section 3.04 Community Partnership - Youth Anti-Drug Programs
Providing young Area Residents with opportunities to be productive and supporting
their parents in creating a healthy and stable environment is essential to fostering a
thriving community. Area Residents’ quality of life, education and safety are directly
tied to the amount of resources invested in their youth. GE Inc.
will implement the following general project concepts to further this CBP objective:
(a) Early Childcare
(b) After School Programs
(c) Recreation Center/Youth Center
(d) Youth Nutrition and ANTI-DRUG/GANG Program
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Section 3.05 Community Partnership
- Health and Wellness Programs
The physical, mental and behavioral health of Area Residents is central to the Area
Residents’ quality of life. Resources should be available for treatment and preventative
measures concerning health and wellness issues.
GE Inc. will implement the following general project concepts to further this CBP objective:
(a) Mental/Behavioral Health Program
(b) Health Clinic
(c) Comprehensive Drug/Alcohol Treatment Program
(d) Food Pantry
Section 3.06 Catalytic Projects
It is important that the GE, Inc. leverage available resources to incentivize private investment in these
underdeveloped areas. The licensure of the GE, Inc. should attract new industries and commercial
activity. Economic development is key to maintaining the impact of all the CBP categories. GE Inc. will
commit to the following general project concepts to further this CBP objective:
(a) Development of Commercial Districts
(b) Development that Activates Area Adjacent to GE, Inc.
(c) Improved Transportation Connectivity
(d) High-Density Mixed-Use Along Commercial use areas
(e) Promotion of Hospitality Industry
(f) Interior Commercial Node Development
(g) Retail Development
(h) Transit Oriented Developments at City Public Stations
(i) Community/Cultural Festivals
(j) Grocery Store

Section 3.07 Affordable Housing Creation and Preservation
The development of the GE, Inc. should address the potential impacts of gentrification. Rehabilitation of
existing stock and the creation of more affordable housing will ensure that current Area Residents are
given an opportunity to remain in the community. GE Inc. will participate in the following general
project concepts to further this CBP objective:
(a) Renovations for Seniors and Low-Income Homeowners
(b) Vacant Housing Strategy
(c) Workforce and Senior Housing
(d) Single-Family Mixed-Income Homeownership Opportunities
(e) Housing Enterprise Zone
(f) Green Renovations
(g) Non-Displacement Strategy
(h) Cooperative Housing
(i) Current Homeowner Tax Abatement Strategy
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Section 3.08 Environmental Mitigation
The area has long suffered from environmental challenges. The development of the GE, Inc. should
improve the environmental stability of the area to provide Area Residents with a higher environmental
quality of life. GE Inc. will commit to the following general project concepts to further this CBP
objective:
(a) Construction Mitigation Strategy
(b) Water Reuse
(c) Environmental Protection Division Study
(d) Environmental Education - Urban Ecology
(e) Eco-District
Goal: .05% of GE Inc., annual net revenue
Section 3.11 Safety and Code Enforcement
Area Residents are familiar with the safety and code enforcement issues related to living
in close proximity to a cannabis business activity. The licensure of the GE, Inc. will enable the
addressing of these issues in a manner that encourages City of Pasadena Departments and the
communities to work together collaboratively. GE commits to the following safety and code
enforcement measures to further this CBP objective:
(a) Increased Police Presence of non-licensed cannas business activities
(b) Code Enforcement 7 Days a Week
(c) Sanitation
(d) Neighborhood Ambassador Program
(e) Hours of Operation
(f) Security Cameras
(g) Neighborhood Watch
(h) Officer Courtesy
(i) Noise Ordinance Enforcement
Section 3.12 Historic Preservation
The area’s rich cultural history provides it with a unique identity and attractiveness. A
collateral benefit of the licensure of the GE, Inc. enables our firm to promote and preserve that history.
GE Inc. commits to the following general project concepts to further this CBP objective:
(a) Identify Landmarks and Explore National Registry Listing
(b) Promote Heritage Tourism
(c) Preserve Landmarks and Historic Sites
Goal: 1% of GE Inc., annual net revenues
Section 3.13 Green Spaces and Urban Agriculture
A collateral benefit of GE, Inc. licensure will assist in developing outdoor GE that will encourage Area
Residents to enjoy and interact with nature. GE Inc. commits to the following general project concepts
to further this CBP objective:
(a) Walking Trails
(b) Linear Parks
(c) Dilapidated Property Conversion
(d) Farmer’s Market
(e) Urban Farming/Community Gardens Including Youth Development Program
(f) Pocket Parks
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Sub-Section 2C: PRODUCT OFFERINGS
Product Offering.
Flowers
Dried cannabis “buds” that can be smoked in a pipe, rolled into a cigarette (or ‘joint’), smoked using a
water pipe (commonly called a ‘bong’) or vaporized with vaporizer products (believed to be the safest
form of inhalation).
Extracts such as hashish are manufactured
by separating the trichomes (semitransparent granular hair-like outgrowths)
from the cannabis flowers to create a
concentrated dose of this specific part of
the cannabis plant.
Preparations
Joints, tinctures, nectars, salves
Edibles
Edibles are foods cooked with butter or oil
that has been infused with cannabis (e.g.,
bars or cookies). Edible cannabis usually
takes longer to take effect (20 minutes to
REDACTED
an hour or more), and the effects generally
last longer than smoking or vaporizing.
Accessories
Grinders, Vaporizers
Educational Materials
Books, DVDs relating to cannabis use and cultivation
Product Procurement
Appropriate managers will be responsible for performing inventory, upon delivery, of all newlypurchased-marijuana materials They will provide their written inventory results to our accountants for
reconciliation with purchase orders.
I.

Procedure
A. Inventory of marijuana will be precise, down to 1/100th of a gram for some purposes.
B. We will use precision scales that are calibrated daily.
C. All weights must fall within specific tolerance ranges to ensure there is no inventory
shrinkage:
i. The inventory tracking system creates an alert if weights fall outside of specified
tolerance ranges.
D. Any discrepancies between actual and recorded inventory will trigger an audit of
inventory holdings and inventory records by the Inventory Control Agent sufficient to
identify the problem.
i. Confirmed inventory shrinkage will trigger a review of security and surveillance
data and the implementation of appropriate corrective measures.
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ii. Law enforcement authorities will be notified immediately if the Inventory
Control Agent ascertains that there has indeed been loss, theft, improper
diversion, or any other criminal activity.
E. The records of all inventories will show:
i. The time and date of the inventory,
ii. The inventory results,
iii. The names and registry identification numbers of the employees performing the
inventory, and
iv. Their signatures.
F. The electronic record will be maintained in our database for at least five (5) years.
i. A hard-copy printout of the inventory results will be signed by the employee(s)
who have performed the inventory and kept on file (as a paper hard-copy or in
scanned facsimile) also for at least five (5) years.
Packing, Labelling, THC Review Protocol Quality Insurance
It is the expectation that all marijuana products arrive ready for sale. Every marijuana product received
into our facility will be inspected for compliant packaging.
I.

Procedure
A. The Inventory Control Agent will review packaging for the
following items:
i. Products are not allowed to be attractive to children or
easily confused with candy/foods that do not contain
cannabis.
ii. Packages are required to be tamper-evident, child-resistant, re-sealable, and
labeled.
iii. Every marijuana product must be traced by assigning unique ID numbers for
identification and tracking.
B. Each Marijuana product must be labeled with the following:
i. Date of manufacturing and packaging
ii. Known allergens (nuts, etc.)
iii. Source and date of cultivation,
iv. Type of cannabis or cannabis product,
v. Number of servings per package,
vi. Pharmacologically active ingredients (THC, CBD, etc.) and amount (mg per
serving),
vii. "FOR MEDICAL USE ONLY" (for medicinal cannabis),
viii. Universal symbol for cannabis,
ix. Government Warning: "GOVERNMENT WARNING: THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS CANNABIS, A
SCHEDULE I CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN AND ANIMALS.
CANNABIS PRODUCTS MAY ONLY BE POSSESSED OR CONSUMED BY PERSONS 21 YEARS OF AGE
OR OLDER UNLESS THE PERSON IS A QUALIFIED PATIENT. THE INTOXICATING EFFECTS OF
CANNABIS PRODUCTS MAY BE DELAYED UP TO TWO HOURS. CANNABIS USE WHILE PREGNANT
OR BREASTFEEDING MAY BE HARMFUL. CONSUMPTION OF CANNABIS PRODUCTS IMPAIRS YOUR
ABILITY TO DRIVE AND OPERATE MACHINERY. PLEASE USE EXTREME CAUTION .” (in bold print).
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II.

Compliance Requirements:
A. If GE receives a marijuana item that is not packaged or labeled in accordance to the
rules, GE will notify the Bureau of Cannabis Control and return the marijuana item to
distributor who transferred the product to retailer.

GE will document the return and the reason for the return in the tracking system.
Ongoing Diligence in Product Safety: GE personnel will include a person, who will have the following
responsibilities:
1. Development of information-sharing and research relationships in the industry and scientific
community concerning the various strains of cannabis, the medicinal effects of such strains and
the THC/CBD constituents therein, and the ongoing state of medical research into the field of
cannabis;
2. As to Testing Laboratories to which GE’s suppliers submit their products for testing:
Developing knowledge of, and performing due diligence in determining compliance
with, laboratory standards of practice, standard operating procedures, chain of custody
protocols, quality control and quality assurance and proficiency standards and results;
and determining, from information available whether the Testing Laboratory has been
subjected to discipline or has rated an unsatisfactory result in proficiency testing.
3. As to suppliers from which GE obtains cannabis products:
Determine the standard operating procedures & good manufacturing practices the suppliers;
and develop knowledge of, and perform due diligence in determining compliance with
regulatory standards regarding the processing of edibles and infused products, including use of
the methods, equipment, solvents, gases and mediums specified therein:
a. Develop knowledge of, and performing due diligence in determining compliance with
standards regarding the sourcing and handling of non-cannabis ingredients and
cannabis;
b. Ascertain the identity of the Testing
Laboratory or laboratories with which
they do business;
c. Conduct, where permitted, an on-site
inspection of the premises in order to
effectuate the foregoing;
4.

GE will further designate a person, who will be
responsible for coordinating with the GE small
delivery service’s Quality Control Officer and
Purchasing Agent to ensure an uninterrupted
supply of cannabis that meets the needs of GE’s consumer base, and Procurement Protocol.
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT
GE Enhancing the Neighborhood
Proposed Location
GE Inc. proposed location of
169 Cook Ave., Pasadena
91107 South of the 210
Freeway between Sierra
Madre Blvd., West, and North
of Route 99, Planning Area East
Pasadena, Industry in Council
District 4. Understanding that
our business will operate in a
few miles’ radius of a Lamanda
Park Merchants & Residents
Neighborhood (LPMR) area,
most of which is lower-density
residential, surrounded by
buffers that consist of parking
lots and spaces on all sides,
greenery and other industrial businesses.
Exterior Design
Architecture, Landscaping, materials
The exterior design is GREEN and ECO- friendly. The use of wood and inviting glass windows. GE’s design
incorporates the industrial atmosphere into and inviting eco-modern space to enhance business and
community connections.

Signage, Parking

Figure 2. Current Image of 169 Cook

Figure 3. GE NEWLY DESIGNED 169 COOK AVE
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A muted color- wood-scheme will spruce up the exterior (Fig.3) will present with a professional, health
wellness appearance. Remodeling of the interior will be in a modern, professional style. Interior and
exterior signage will be tasteful and avoid the use of cannabis-culture jargon or cannabis-culture
imagery. The facility will be wholly ADA & PMC 5.78.170(B)(F)(H) compliant.
Lighting, Parking, Signage, Entrance, landscaping
Security lighting is one of the most practical and effective ways to prevent crime in or around
commercial facilities. Figure 4. Illustrates open parking with lighting supported by the open entrance.
The integration of the exterior design, open eco-friendly retail site is to illuminate dark areas and detect
and recognize movement in the protected area. The best vision with outdoor lighting is obtained from
downward directed and shielded security lighting that is constantly on, GE will ensure that sufficient
lighting requirements are met between dusk and dawn.
Lighting
We will add external security lighting in the parking area, and all walkways of each facility will be well
illuminated to maximize visibility. Lighting will be operated automatically by a photo-sensor, ensuring
that lighting will always be optimal for video capture.
Parking
Private Parking exists in the front of the retail store, behind the landscaping of trees and improved
wood-based landscape outlays. Security surveillance with walking security personnel and video
surveillance will exist to provide the protection of customers property, protect against diversion, and
provide community safety for both GE and the surrounding community.

REDACTED
Figure 5. PARKING IS ONSITE, OPEN LIGHTING FOR VISUAL CLARITY
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Signage (P.M.C.5.78.170(F))
Signage for the retail store will comply with P.M.C. 5.78.170 F. No Cannabis products or
graphics describing cannabis will be visible from the exterior of the property. A sign will be posted at the
entrance to the retail store that includes the following language. The required text will be of sufficient
size to be easily read from a distance of five feet.
FOR MEDICAL:
This Retail store only provides medical cannabis to its customers, who must have legally
recognized California Medical Cannabis Identification Cards or a verifiable, written
recommendation from a physician for medical cannabis.
FOR ADULT:
This Retail store only provides cannabis to adults who qualify under the Adult Use of Marijuana
Act and applicable state law. No person under the age of 21 may enter this facility. Providing
cannabis products to those under 21 is illegal and shall be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the
law.

A sign will be posted in a conspicuous location inside the structure at the location advising:
This Retail store is registered in accordance with the laws of the City PASADENA. The sale of marijuana
and the diversion of marijuana to persons under the age of 21 are violations of State & City law. The
use of marijuana may impair a person's ability to drive a motor vehicle or operate
heavy machinery.
Landscaping
The GE landscaping is consistent with the eco-friendly theme as illustrated in Figure 6 below. The wood
basins will provide a new inviting look while providing impairments from clear vision into the open ecofriendly waiting area ensuring consumers privacy while in the waiting area before being buzzed into the
retail space.

Figure 6. Landscaping for GE Retail Pasadena
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Entrance
The main entrance to the premise consists of a glass door, allowing for video and visual facial
recognition of customers from the parking lot to the point of entry. The entrance into the waiting is with
“buzz” lock security (entrance one illustrated by the blue arrow). Entrance two (illustrated by the green
arrow) is also a secured door operation with security “buzz” commercial grade locks in the retail space
(See Figure 7,). The waiting area entry experience will be one of the open ecosystems with forest theme
as pictured in Figure 8. The welcoming environment will provide both security and a relaxing inviting
feeling for our customers.

REDACTED
Design Concept Integration
The integration of GE’s design evolves from the existing landscape and fabric of the existing building.
Designed improvements include comfortable, open space, secure limited access for retail purchase
and reception area, offering a cool ambiance while conserving energy with natural lighting, and drop
ceiling lamps. The design is reflective of GE’s eco-system business model representing a synergy
between the community and GE’s enterprise.
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The integration of the exterior and interior elements of the retail store extend with the walls of the
retail area forest and wood themes. The integration of the retail area walls below is meant to facilitate a
smooth transition from the secured waiting area into the secured retail area. This movement control will
seem less invasive by providing our customers with a smooth visual transition.

REDACTED
Integration of Security Measures
The security at our facility is designed to reduce the likelihood of security breaches and trigger an
immediate response in the event a breach does occur. In addition, it is designed to control access
to the dispensary areas, limiting those areas to ONLY authorized and properly identified personnel.
There will be enough exterior lighting available to deter loitering, vandalism and criminal activity, and
the location will be otherwise secured against unauthorized entry. The facility will be equipped with an
extensive video monitoring and recording system. The video security system consists cameras both
inside and out, capturing images from every exterior vantage point and each interior room (other than
bathrooms). GE’s exterior cameras will be monitored 24/7and staff will be trained in security measures.
Air Quality/Odor Control
Noxious Odor Control
Being a good neighbor and aware that marijuana products can create undesirable noxious odor, GE
intends on mitigating to prevent any nuisance to the surrounding community. GE has selected odor
control equipment and ventilation systems that will ensure that all cannabis inside the dispensary has
little or no detectable odor from the exterior of the building. Two independent air-filtration technologies
and one type of air purification device will be utilized to destroy air-borne pathogens and eliminate
cannabis odor inside and outside of the dispensary.
HEPA Filters
High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters provide a very high level of filtration efficiency for small and
large particulate contaminants and are widely applied in air filtration and air purification applications to
control airborne particulate levels. A filter must capture a minimum of 99.97% of contaminants at 0.3
microns in size in order to meet U.S. standards for HEPA classification. HEPA filters are even more
efficient in removing particles that are smaller than 0.3 microns and larger than 0.3 microns.
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All mechanical air-handling units in the dispensary will be outfitted with commercial HEPA filters. These
filters will serve all spaces and will be used not just for odor control, but to assist in mitigating
environmental contaminants by catching airborne particulates, infectious agents, and pests, if present.
HEPA filters will be added on the return side of all air-handling units serving the dispensary.
Active Carbon Filters
Carbon filtration is a type of filtration in which activated carbon (i.e.,
charcoal) is used to remove contaminants, impurities, and odors
through the process of chemical adsorption. As odor-producing gases
come in contact with the activated carbon in the filter, they are
adsorbed, trapped and held in 179 million of microscopic carbon pores.
Impurities and odors will be greatly reduced, as all exhaust air will pass
through the active carbon filters prior to discharge from the building
and into the atmosphere. GE will install active carbon filters at all air
exhaust points from the dispensary, ensuring that cannabis odor
particles in the air leaving the facility will be trapped.
Ozone Generator
Ozone generators produce ozone (O3), which attaches to odors, mold,
mildew, bacteria, microorganisms, and other pollutants. This process
purifies molecules are not used in oxidation, they then convert back GE
plans to install commercial stationary ozone generator units in nonaccessible and non-occupied open spaces above rooms. These
generators are designed specifically for use in unoccupied spaces. Nonaccessible open spaces will be built in above the ceilings in dispensary
areas to accommodate ozone
generators. Ozone generators will
be set between 0.03 ppm and 0.10
ppm to ensure safe levels of ozone
are maintained at all times and will
be maintained in accordance with
manufacturer’s recommendations.
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN
Safety and Security Program
Security Experience:
Yador Enterprises (DBA ArmorTech Security)
Yador Enterprises (BSIS PPO 119899) is a California based and licensed security, officer training and risk
management firm specializing in armed/unarmed security guard, investigative and training services for
cannabis collectives, cultivation facilities and state/federal security officer contracting. Sub-companies
commanded by Yador Enterprises include Focal Point Academy (BSIS License TFF 1512 and TFB 1273)
and ATS Investigations (BSIS PI 28168);
Figure 1. CA Dept. of Consumer Affair Registration of Security Firm
a private investigations firm
specializing in background and
workplace investigations.
Samuel Yador, President and CEO of
Yador Enterprises is a US Military
veteran with an extensive background
in military logistics, law enforcement,
special operations support and multibranch operations. With his services as
a National Conflict Mediator, BSIS
Firearm (TIF 2241), Baton (TIB 1847),
NRA Firearm (NRA #187173998), low
voltage data technician, Department of
Justice Firearm Safety Instructor, Risk
Management Instructor, and San Diego
Sherriff CCW Instructor.
Yador Enterprises will be designated as
the agent in charge of security for GE
and will have oversight responsibility
to review and update the security plan on a regular and as needed basis to ensure our facility maintains
security compliance in accordance to the City of Pasadena. Together, we will operate under a goodneighbor policy and serve as an active and caring member of the local community.
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Delivery Driver Security (Product Delivery/Transport (BCC §§ 5415…5427))
GE will be utilizing secure delivery vehicles that are equipped with facial recognition camera systems to
monitor deliveries
I Procedure:
A. Delivery Loading:
viii. Loading at the facility will also take place under the
supervision of a minimum of two employees and in a
place that is inconspicuous and out of view of the
public. All products will be transported from the
dispensary to the vehicle and from the vehicle to
the designated drop-off locations in a sealed and
locked container. Access to the container will
require both combination input on an electronic keypad
and a physical key
ix. All cannabis goods must be placed in an opaque exit package prior to leaving the
premises
x. Delivery will not contain more than REDACTED of cannabis goods at any time (BCC
§518(a)).
B. Delivery TIME FRAME:
i. Deliveries will only take place between 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. These time
parameters will ensure for compliance even in the face of unexpected
circumstances.
C. Tracking:
i. Deliveries will be made only within the State of California which we confirm by
requiring submission of GPS tracking records.
ii. All transport vehicles will be equipped with GPS monitoring and will be required
to update the dispensary upon every completed delivery.
iii. We will require the use of a real-time wireless reporting of all deliveries to
monitor delivery, which we believe will help prevent diversion during the
delivery process. It also will allow us to track the location and delivery time of
products.
D. Secured Inventory:
i. Vehicles will be equipped with either a secure lockbox or locking cargo area.
ii. Vehicles will not have any marijuana identification, and no medicine or
paraphernalia will be visible.
iii. The transport vehicles will be newer model and temperature controlled.
iv. Products remain in the locked transport container during transport. The
incoming container will be removed from the delivery vehicle under the
supervision of a minimum of two employees. The container will only be opened
once it is securely inside the dispensary.
v. Delivery vehicle will not contain more than REDACTED of cannabis goods at any
time
E. Delivery Agents:
i. Deliveries will only be made by employees of GE (BCC § 5415).
ii. All deliveries from our facility will include the use of trained security personnel
in teams of two or more. It is understanding that the delivery drivers will be
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iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

vii.

required to successfully complete training, how to prevent robberies, protect
their lives, and stop “carjackings.”
There will be at least one team member present with the vehicle at all times
when marijuana is present.
Delivery staff will be able to engage in two-way communication with the
dispensary during transport in case of emergency.
Delivery staff shall valid driver’s licenses and carry identification. which shall
be available to CDPH AND DOH11 or law enforcement.
While engaged in the transport of marijuana and within reasonable time
before and after same, delivery staff may not wear any clothing or insignia
which signifies the agent may be in possession of marijuana.
All drivers with incoming medicine will be required to be in contact with our
dispensary at the origination of the transport process and ten minutes prior to
arrival. We will keep all transportation documents computerized and ready for
inspection.

Delivery Driver Training
National Safety Council (DDC 8/6):
This 8-hour course provides practical knowledge and techniques to avoid collisions and traffic violations;
reducing risk of exposure and injury to the general public. The interactive course helps employees
choose safe, responsible and lawful driving behaviors through a self-assessment risk survey, learning
activities, hazard recognition scenarios and alive driving assessment.
Operations Security Protocol
All employees will be issued serialized photo ID badges expiring 90 days from the date of issue. Badges
are kept on-site and issued by security officers, employees must utilize this log-in/log-out system prior
to shift start and immediately after close of shift. Such ID’s are required to be worn at all times for
access to premises, including restricted areas.
Authorized visitors and contractors will be issued serialized temporary badges with 60-day expirations,
kept on-site for use while on facility. All badges must be visible at all times and worn at chest height. All
badges will be protected via clear plastic ID holders with breakaway style lanyards affixed.
To access restricted areas of the facility, non-staff members and visitors are required to obtain
authorization from the designated on-site Facility Management and must be accompanied by a staff
member or security officer at all times and provided with temporary authorization badges with “escort
required” tags. Such badges will be secured and issued by designated on-duty security personnel
utilizing the electronic log-in/log-out system.

11

Defined in PMC § 8.10.020 (Y).
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Log-In/log-out system will include the following information:
• Date
• Time Badge received/ returned
• Type of badge issued and badge number
• Name of non-staff member
• Phone number of non-staff member
• Company of non-staff member
• CA or State ID Number
Prohibiting On-Site Consumption
We shall not permit the consumption of marijuana at the registered premises in any form. All marijuana
will be kept in a closed container that shall not be opened on the premises. Any marijuana or marijuana
paraphernalia that shows evidence of the marijuana having been consumed or partially consumed will
be reported to the Bureau of Cannabis Control and/or local Police Department. We will place smoke
detectors around premises and routinely monitor surveillance to prevent the use of marijuana on the
registered premises.
Suspicious Activity and Loitering
Staff will be trained to identify and respond appropriately to all levels of suspicious activity. Loitering
will not be tolerated. Patients will be advised orally at their first visit of our no loitering policy as well as
be given a patient handbook in which they are shown the policy in writing. Noncompliance will result
first in a warning, then in a suspension of purchasing privileges at our facility. Loitering by non-patients
will result first in a warning from our staff or security guard, and then in notification of local law
enforcement.
Background Checks
We will perform background checks on all employees, volunteers, principals, directors, and board
members. We will also perform background checks on any contractors or vendors who regularly work
within the facility or will be employed there for an extended time.

1. GE will ensure employees are at least 21 years of age.
2. GE will obtain age of applicant on each employee application.
3. A copy of applicant’s valid, unexpired CALIFORNIA driver’s license will be made and attached
to each employment application.

4. If employee will be working in capacity of “transporter”, a copy of current auto insurance
will be placed in employee and verified that insurance meets states minimum standard.

5. A Level 2 criminal background check including the disqualifying offense
6. Individuals will submit a full set of fingerprints to the Bureau of Cannabis Control, vendor,
entity, or agency authorized for processing by the state which may be forwarded to the FBI.

II. ArmorTech Security’s investigations division plans to conduct pre-employment suitability
investigations for each individual. The investigation will include the following:

1. Search of police files in the area of residence, including previous addresses.
2. Inquiries of former employers for a period of five (5) years.
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Employee Safety Education
All GE employees are required to undergo and successfully pass an extensive safety training curriculum
before hire. GE will utilize the California Department of Health OHSHA guide to prepare employees for
such hazards, including (i)Biological Hazards(ii) Chemical Hazards(iii) Physical Hazards and (iv) Respirator
Program.
Fire Security
The facility will comply with all local fire code requirements. Fire Prevention is a vital aspect of
dispensing safely. As part of GE commitment to the safety of our employees, we have developed a
comprehensive Fire Plan to address how fires will be prevented and managed/contained if they do
occur. Knowing that people are our most valuable resources, all retail employees will be trained and
required to conduct themselves with consistent due diligence to prevent fires from occurring.
1. Procedure
A. Recognizing Fire Hazards
i. Housekeeping is an essential component of fire safety in Retail. Our Retail will
have the following policies in place:
1. Work areas must be kept as clean as work allows.
2. Space should be evaluated for fire hazards
3. Unused combustible items, such as unused boxes, paper, and other
flammable items must remain clear of workspace.
4. Items being stored inside each building should not block access to fire
extinguishers or other safety equipment
ii. GE will equip all buildings with a Fire Extinguisher and Fire Alarm Pull Station.
B. When Fire Is Identified
i. GE recognizes that fires can be very dangerous. We will adopt and train to the
policy below in regard to our associates. When a fire is discovered, employees
should do the following:
1. First, assist any person in immediate danger to safety, if it can be
accomplished without risk to yourself.
2. Second, activate the building fire alarm system or notify the fire
department by dialing 911 (or designating someone else to notify them
for you). When you activate the building fire alarm system, some, but
not all, will automatically notify the fire department and get help on the
way.
3. Only after having done these two things, if the fire is small, you may
attempt to use an extinguisher to put it out. You should always be
certain that you will not endanger yourself or others when attempting
to put out a fire.
C. Never Attempt to Extinguish a Fire if:
i. You don't know what is burning. If you don't know what is burning, you don't
know what type of extinguisher to use. Even if you have an extinguisher, there
may be something in the fire which is going to explode or produce highly toxic
smoke.
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ii. The fire is spreading rapidly beyond the spot where it started. The time to use
an extinguisher is in the incipient, or beginning, stages of a fire. If the fire is
already spreading quickly, it is best to simply evacuate the building, closing
doors and windows behind you as you leave.
iii. You don't have adequate or appropriate equipment. If you don't have the
correct type or large enough extinguisher, it is best not to try to fight the fire.
D. What to do if:
i. If your clothes catch on fire, the best thing to do is to find a safety shower.
ii. If a safety shower is available, then immediately remove your lab coat and use
the shower long enough to remove any contaminating material and to cool the
skin.
iii. If there isn’t a safety shower nearby, then stop where you are, drop and roll on
the floor, covering your face with your hands and roll back and forth to
extinguish the flames.
E. Fire Extinguishers
i. All personnel will be adequately trained in the use of fire extinguishers and
know where the closest fire extinguishers are located. Extinguishers should not
be blocked access or covered up. Below is the methods that will be taught to
employees regarding fire extinguisher use:
1. PULL THE PIN: This will allow you to discharge the extinguisher.
2. AIM AT THE BASE OF THE FIRE: If you aim at the flames (which is
frequently the temptation), the extinguishing agent will fly right through
and do no good. You want to hit the fuel.
3. SQUEEZE THE TOP HANDLE OR LEVER: This depresses a button that
releases the pressurized extinguishing agent in the extinguisher.
4. SWEEP FROM SIDE TO SIDE: Start using the extinguisher from a safe
distance away, then move forward. Once the fire is out, keep an eye on
the area in case it re-ignites.
F. Emergency Egress
i. The Security Agent will regularly inspect the facility to ensure that all emergency
exits are clear. Additionally, the dispensary will have the appropriate lighting
and directions placed in a clear location to safely evacuate the building in case
of a fire. Employees will be trained on the following policies:
1. Aisles need to remain clear so that there is a clear path of egress to
emergency exits.
2. Do not wedge or block doors in the event of a fire.
3. Make sure you are familiar with your building’s evacuation plan and
know where exits are located and learn all of the escape routes from
your retail area
4. Leave immediately if the fire alarm sounds. Don’t ever assume it is just a
fire drill.
5. Ensure you take any personal belongings.
6. Close all doors and windows on the way out.
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7. Make sure everyone in your retail area has been accounted for. Your
retail area may want to designate an assembly area outside to meet in
the event of an evacuation.
8. Do not reenter the building unless authorized to do so.
G. Door Placards
i. Door placards provide critical emergency information to firefighters or other
emergency personnel who need to enter the retail area.
1. GE will ensure that door placards are updated a least once a year (or
more frequently if the information changes)
2. This information will be available to the fire department in the event of
a fire or other emergency.
Employee Badges
Pursuant to Section 26013.5043, GE will provide all agents with security badges that must be worn at all
times while engaging in Commercial Cannabis Activity. The employee badge will include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The licensee’s “doing business as” and license number
The employee’s first name
The employee number uniquely assigned to the employee for identification purposes
A color photograph of the employee that is at least 1 inch in width and 1.5 inches in height
Badges must be laminated or plastic coated

Incident Management & Emergency Response Training
The training will include contingencies for non-security related emergencies such as medical
emergencies, bomb threats, fires, explosions, chemical release, and weather-related disasters to ensure
an appropriate and orderly response. This will prevent non-security related emergencies from
becoming aggravated security emergencies as well. Emergency procedures and emergency contact
numbers will be provided in writing to all employees and posted prominently in all areas of the facility.
We will also develop a comprehensive set of guidelines for dealing with security threats. All staff will
learn and be drilled in these procedures to ensure they are adequately prepared for emergencies.
Preparedness means all staff members:
•
•
•
•

Know how to assess emerging situations to determine the type and level of threat they may
pose;
Know how to respond to different kinds of security threats;
Know which types of situations warrant the activation of panic buttons; and
Know how to proceed when a security alarm goes off or a panic buttons has been activated.

If a security breach is found to constitute an actual emergency, authorities will be notified as required.
We will then follow the emergency response procedures it will establish in cooperation with local law
enforcement authorities for smoothly bringing the situation under their control. Procedures will be
revised and updated as necessary. They will be reviewed at least one every twelve months. We will
invite local law enforcement to offer their input on up-to-date security threat analysis and contingency
planning.
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Code of Safe Work Practices
Below is the Code of Safe Work Practices that will be provided to all employees.
1. Follow All Safety Rules - All employees must work safely and follow all safety rules.
2. Workplace Accident and Injury Reduction Program Available - GE will have a written Workplace
Accident and Injury Reduction Program that describes in detail the policies and procedures
which are used to provide a safe work place.
3. Report Unsafe Conditions or Actions - All employees must immediately report unsafe
conditions or near misses to any manager or supervisor, the Workplace Accident and Injury
Reduction Program Manager, or any safety committee member. A near miss is an incident
where someone could have been hurt but wasn’t this time. It is important to correct unsafe
conditions or procedures before someone is hurt.
4. Report all Injuries - Employees must report all injuries (no matter how minor) to their
supervisor so that arrangements can be made for medical or first aid treatment. This includes
illness or aches and pains that the employee thinks may be work related and that don’t go away
normally. Do not disturb or cleanup the scene of a serious accident (except to aid injured people
or make the area safe) until an accident investigation has been completed.
5. Don’t Work When Impaired - Employees shall not work when impaired by fatigue, illness,
medication, or intoxicating substances such as alcohol. The use illegal drugs are strictly
prohibited.
6. Housekeeping - Keep your work area tidy and free from unnecessary clutter and trip hazards.
Clean up spills as soon as possible.
7. No Horseplay - Horseplay is forbidden.
8. Threats and Violence are Prohibited - Violence, threats of violence, and physical intimidation
are prohibited. Employees who feel that a company employee, customer, or client is potentially
violent must immediately report their concerns to any manager or supervisor, the Workplace
Accident and Injury Reduction Program Manager, or any safety committee member. Employees
who experience violence on the job, or are threatened or experience physical or verbal
intimidation must report this to their supervisor immediately.
9. Fire Extinguishers - Do not use a fire extinguisher unless you have been trained to do so. Do not
use a fire extinguisher to fight a fire unless you are very confident the extinguisher will safely put
the fire out. Instead, report fires to your supervisor, and evacuate the building and summon the
fire department if necessary.
10. Computer Ergonomics - Employees should take time to set up their computer comfortably. The
keyboard and monitor should be directly in front them so that they can work without twisting.
The keyboard should be just below elbow height when sitting with their shoulders and arms
relaxed at their sides. The top of the monitor screen should not be above eye level. If necessary,
employees should raise their seats and use a footrest if their feet don’t rest flat on the ground.
Employees should request a split keyboard or alternative mouse if their existing equipment
generates wrist or arm discomfort.
11. Minimize monitor glare - Employees should arrange their workspace so that there is not
excessive glare on their monitor screen from lights or windows.
12. Follow Security Procedures - Employees must strictly follow all security procedures. Report any
security lapses to your supervisor immediately.
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13. In the Event of a Robbery - Remain calm.
14. Inspect Power Cords - Never use electrical equipment unless the power cord and grounding
plug (if present) are in good condition. Never use equipment that shocks you, even the small
shock from a minor short will get worse in time. Report all problems with electrical equipment
to your supervisor.
Additional Information - Your supervisor will provide additional information regarding emergency
evacuation procedures and any additional hazards or working procedures specific to your work area.
Never start working on a task until you have been fully trained on the safety requirements and your
supervisor has cleared you to begin
Security of Keys and Key Codes Policy
Policy to describe procedure for the distribution and securing of keys/key codes provided by licensee
and/or authorized representatives to employee and the procedure to be followed upon termination of
employment to security to the licensed premises. It is the Policy of GE to maintain the security of all
keys and or key codes to any enclosed area. The licensee and / or authorized representative of GE may
provide a key(s) and/or key codes to designated employees. Upon termination, key shall be
surrendered and key codes voided to main security upon the licensed premises.

I. Procedure
a. Licensee and or authorized representative of GE may distribute keys and/or key codes to
designated employees. These keys or key codes are to be used exclusively for the opening of
exterior and interior doors at the opening of each business day and to secure the premises
at the close of each business day.
b. When a key or key code is distributed to an employee, the “Key/Key Code Distribution”
form will be completed, updated for any changes, and kept in the employee’s file and a copy
placed in “Key/Key Code Distribution file”. This form timed and dated form is signed by the
employee acknowledging the receipt of key, explicit use of key/codes and policy to contact
management immediately for all lost or stolen keys.
i. Employee agrees to use key exclusively for intended purpose and will not share
key with other employees without exclusive permission by Licensee in the event
of an unusual circumstance.
ii. Employee will attempt to have a duplicate made.
iii. Employee understands that there will be a periodic inspection to assure
employees possess keys assigned and none are lost.
iv. Employee agrees to keep unique key code confidential and will not share key
codes with other employees.
v. The sharing of keys or key codes may lead to immediate termination
c. Should an employee in possession of a key terminate employment without surrendering the
key to the licensee or authorized, a lock smith will be called and shall change the key
cylinder to all exterior/interior doors with the intent to be completed by the close of said
business day. Key codes will be voided.
Keys shall be kept on a secure ring and to remain in the possession of the licensee/authorized
representative during business hours
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Emergency Management
Emergency situations and disasters can range from fires, robbery, injury, and severe weather, to security
breaches and vandalism. GE will have an emergency response team who will manage all aspects of the
given emergency.
I.

Procedure
A. Emergency Communication/Response
i. Initial emergency protocols are should always be followed first (security system
activated, 911 called, etc.).
ii. Once an emergency is identified, the team will be responsible for
communication to leadership, employees, and the community.
iii. The responsibilities for emergency communications are outlined below:
1. Launch immediately after an emergency is identified.
2. Provide a brief to senior management on the situation.
3. Identify and brief the company spokesperson of the situation.
4. Employee contacts will be stored in a single location and we will utilize a
phone tree to cascade down relevant information to employees.
5. Communicate situation information and procedural instructions to
employees and other stakeholders.
6. Communicate with employee families and the local community.
7. Continually adapt to changing events associated with the emergency
B. Emergency Exit Protocol
i. In the event of an emergency, the building may require evacuation. Situations
requiring evacuation could be, but are not limited to the following:
1. Natural gas leak
2. Flammable liquid spill/and or release
3. Power line failure
4. Active Shooter/Hostage situation
5. Hazardous chemical spill/and or release
6. Flooding
7. Fire alarm
C. Building Evacuation
i. All building evacuations will occur when an alarm sounds and/or upon
notification by GE, Police Officer, or Fire Department personnel.
ii. When the building evacuation alarm is activated during an emergency, leave by
the nearest marked exit and alert others to do the same.
iii. Elevators should never be used during an emergency evacuation situation.
iv. Assist persons with disabilities in exiting the building. Two or three individuals
may carry the persons with disabilities from the building if the persons with
disabilities cannot negotiate the stairs.
v. If persons with disabilities cannot be transported from the building without
using an elevator – assist person with disabilities to a safe area, notify
emergency personnel immediately.
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Employee Theft Reduction Measurers
GE is committed to preventing theft and diversion of marijuana products and has instituted security and
procedures to protect employees and customers.
I.

Procedure
A. Safeguards to protect against theft:
i. GE has installed commercial grade locks on all exit doors.
ii. GE has fully operational security alarm systems that are activated at all times
when business is closed.
iii. The security system arms:
1. all entry or exit points to and from the licensed premises
2. window(s) located at the front of the store that has a glass break sensor
that will immediately notify local law enforcement
iv. Motion detectors have been installed within the indoor area and programmed
to notify security and alarm GE and local law enforcement
v.
have been installed within the licensed premises that
REDACTED
are linked to the alarm system which immediately notifies a security GE and law
enforcement agency.
vi. A fully operational 24-hour digital video surveillance recording system has been
installed which captures clear and certain images of any individual and activity
occurring to:
1. limited access areas and all point of sale areas
2. all points of entry to or exit to the premises which shall record from
both indoor and outdoor, or ingress and egress vantage points
vii. All recorded video will clearly and accurately display the date and time
viii. Video surveillance recordings will be retained for at least 45 days or longer upon
the request of the law enforcement agency.
ix.
REDACTED

xi. Monies from a register are “dropped” into a secured safe multiple times a day
to prevent large quantities of cash from being available in each register.
xii. The registers are reconciled at the close of each business day.
xiii. Discrepancies are brought to the attention of authorized personnel and the
licensee.
B. Safeguards to prevent diversion include:
i. All marijuana and THC infused products are weighed and counted prior to being
available for sale and all marijuana items for purchase are inventoried into the
TREEZ prior to sale.
ii. In the morning of business, the recorded inventory of marijuana and THC
infused products that have been documented in TREEZ will made available for
sale to the public.
iii. As inventory is depleted, inventory from the safe that has already logged into
TREEZ is transferred from safe to shelf inventory.
iv. As marijuana and THC infused products are purchased, they are weighed on
approved scales and/or counted for accuracy and recorded into TREEZ system
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v.

vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.

xii.
xiii.
xiv.

for inventory accuracy and immediate placement into the safe for secured
storage.
At the close of business, all marijuana and THC infused products brought out of
the safe for sale is weighed and compared to the TREEZ sales report for
discrepancies.
If there is a discrepancy comparing inventory to the report printed from TREEZ,
the inventory is reconciled to determine the error.
All sales are linked to transactions of each sales employee via a unique PIN
number which is given to each employee.
Cameras have been installed above all registers to record activity and all
transactions.
Unreconciled discrepancies are reported to the licensee or authorized
personnel.
All marijuana and THC infused products is returned to the safe at the end of
each business day, locked and secured.
All other marijuana items are also entered into TREEZ and are tracked the same
comparing sales report with inventory. Discrepancies are dealt with in the same
manner as with flower.
The door to this secure area is also kept locked and door secured with Kwikset
digital pin access deadbolt lock.
Employees are educated as to location of all panic buttons in the event of
threat, intruder or robbery.
If it is determined that a theft has occurred, the local law enforcement, security
GE and the Bureau of Cannabis Control is notified immediately.

Cash Management Plan
Accounting
Accounting practices are done in accordance with GAAP rules. GE uses both internal resources as well
as outside professional services to maintain integrity, transparency, and compliance.
The CEO and Director of Operations DOO retain primary responsibility and accountability for
establishing internal controls and secure, accurate financial information to appropriate outside services.
It is expected that accurate records are maintained in TREEZ track-and-trace. Additionally, lockable filing
cabinets and control of hardware and software access to financial information.
Finally, a CPA firm is contracted for general accounting services based on references, types / sizes of
business’ in the firm’s current client base, and their fee structures.
Cash Management
Cash payments will be directly deposited into a drop slot safe, limiting the amount of cash circulating at
the dispensary. The money will be removed from the safe and counted daily in a locked room. Access to
the dispensary will be limited to employees during all safe transfers. Two employees are required to be
present during this time. The cash will then proceed to the appropriate bank in a locked container each
day. Access to the container will require both an electronic keypad password and a passcode.
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I.

Procedure
a. Sales and Cash Management
i. Team Lead or Management member is responsible for Cash Handling
ii. Print Register Reports out of TREEZ and balance all cash drawers to $400 as part
of evening closing procedures
iii. Reconcile daily cash, checks, and gift card amounts to Register Reports
iv. Put bagged cash, checks, gift cards and their associated Register Reports in safe
v. Designated Team Lead or Manager fills out deposit slip noting the day’s
reporting date and makes daily bank deposit

Month End Tasks
I.
Procedure
a. Provide the following items
to accounting firm
b. Ongoing access to Daily
Sales Reports (Cloud)
c. TREEZ Summary Report for
both pay periods (s)
d. TREEZ Report w/categories
added (Online Sales)
e. Bank statements (s)
f. Month-end physical
inventory report (TREEZ)
g. Memberships Report for
the month (TREEZ)
h. Approve and publish a
monthly financial report to
Board Members.

REDACTED

Product Access Protocols
Consumer Access
The dispensary facility property has a total of 12 common parking spaces (including ADA-compliant
spaces) on its premises in the front of the building. These spaces will easily accommodate consumer
traffic. There also is an abundance of neighborhood parking in the surrounding areas in the event that
parking on site is not possible.
I.

Procedure
A. Patients/Consumers will enter the dispensary through the facility’s front entrance.
B. Entrance into the areas where marijuana is kept will be authorized by personnel buzzing
patients into an area located between the waiting room and marijuana viewing/holding
area.
C. Once in this holding area, dispensary agents in the back with can view anyone and
control the second “buzzer door,” allowing them into the marijuana area.
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The entry door to the medicine area will be operated on a “double buzzer” system, controlled by the
person assigned to the control area. This person will be viewing the waiting room and allowing access
into the rear only after proper screening and the agents in the back are ready. At this point, patients will
be escorted to the area where the medicine can be viewed. Only one patient at a time will be allowed in
the back area. Signs will be posted similar to the ones commonly used in detention facilities describing
any offense. No weapons will be allowed in the facility, and anyone entering the medicine area will
have to walk through a metal detector. Signs that indicate this will also be posted. In addition, there
will be a guard on site in the area of the medicine, roving the perimeter and the waiting area.
Patient/Consumers and designated caregivers must have a valid MMICP qualified patient card and
Adult-Users a qualified government ID, and they must have another form of State-issued photo ID to
prove they are the person identified on the registry card. They must provide this documentation at the
reception window/area in the waiting room in order to be admitted to the dispensary room.
Internal Access-Point Control
Movement within the facility will be tightly controlled. All main access doors, doors to the dispensary
will require keycards and electronic passcodes. In addition, patients will need to buzz in from the
waiting room as described above. Only permitted employees will be allowed to enter into the
dispensary.
Limited Access to Secured Areas and Visitors
GE has limited access areas. GE ensures that the secured areas are accessible only to licensee, licensee
representatives, and authorized personnel, employees of the Bureau of Cannabis Control, state or law
enforcement agencies, service personnel or contractors.

I. Procedure
A. Upon hire, employees are issued a photo identification badge which shall be worn at all
times when employees are on duty to identify the individual as an employee.
B. Prior to entering the dispensary, each visitor will be recorded into the system.
i. GE will ensure Employees of the Bureau of Cannabis Control, state or law
enforcement agencies, service personnel or contractors are recorded into the
system. The date, name and date of birth, GE, reason for visit will be recorded
into the system. If visitor is law enforcement for non-emergency call, employ
may record badge number.
ii. A VISITOR badge will be issued and is to be visible while the visitor is on the
licensed premises. Government officials are not required to have a visitor
badge.
a. All visitors will be accompanied by an employee or licensee
representative at all times
C. Entry into the limited access area is restricted. GE ensures the locked secured area is:
i. accessible only to licensee or authorized personnel
ii. accessible to the Bureau of Cannabis Control or law enforcement personnel
iii. who are escorted by employee or authorized representative at all times
iv. Accessible to contract, security or repair GE for limited period of time and in
the GE of authorized personnel at all times.
D. Signage is placed to the limited access area.
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i. All areas of ingress or egress to the limited access area has a sign that reads “Do
Not Enter – Limited Access Area – Access Limited to Licensed Personnel and
Escorted Visitors.”
E. All signs are at least 12” x 12” with letters not less than ½ inch in height. Signs are printed in
English and Spanish posted in a conspicuous location where the signs can be easily read by
individuals on the licensed premises.
F. A minor may be on the premises who has a legitimate business purpose for a limited period
of time in order to accomplish the legitimate business purpose. Example A minor plumber in
order to make a repair.
Limited Access to Minors
Prevent minors entering any portion of GE licensed premises unless minor has a legitimate business
purpose. GE does not allow minors on the premises. The licensed premise has signs that read “No
Minors permitted. All persons present a valid, current driver’s license or a personal identification card
with a picture that has date of birth clearly visible on the card.

I. Procedure
A. GE will verify that consumer has a valid, unexpired government-issued photo identification
and verify that the consumer is 21 years of age or older by viewing:
i. Passport
ii. Driver License or State issued Identification Card which may be issued in
California or by any other state as long as the license has picture of the person.
iii. United States military identification card.
iv. Any other identification card issued by a state that bears a picture of persons,
the name of the person, the person’s date of birth and a physical description of
the person.
B. The licensed premise has signs placed outside the entrance of the premises and at point of
sale that read “No Minors Permitted Anywhere on the Premises”.
C. Exceptions to this rule is if a person is under 21 years of age who has a legitimate business
purpose for being on the licensed premises. This individual may be on the premises for a
limited period of time in order to accomplish the legitimate business purpose and is
accompanied by employee or authorized personnel. This could be a minor who has to be on
the premises to make a repair.
Product Deliveries
Transportation
Prior to transporting cannabis or cannabis products, Company will do both of the following:
(1) Complete an electronic shipping manifest as prescribed by the licensing authority. The shipping
manifest will include the unique identifier, pursuant to Section 26069, issued by the Department of Food
and Agriculture for the original cannabis product.
(2) Securely transmit the manifest to the bureau and the licensee that will receive the cannabis product.
The bureau shall inform the Department of Food and Agriculture of information pertaining to
commercial cannabis activity for the purpose of the track and trace program identified in Section 26067.
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During transportation, GE will maintain a physical copy of the shipping manifest and make it available
upon request to agents of the Department of Consumer Affairs and law enforcement officers.
1.
2.
•
•

•

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

An individual authorized to transport cannabis items will have a valid Driver’s License.
GE intends to:
Keep marijuana items in transit shielded from public view;
Use a vehicle for transport that is:
- Insured at or above the legal requirements in California;
- Capable of securing (locking) the cannabis items during transportation;
- Equipped with an alarm system; and
- Capable of being temperature controlled if perishable cannabis items are being
transported.
Generate a printed transport manifest that accompanies every transport of cannabis item that
contains the following information:
- The name, contact information of a licensee representative, licensed premises address
and license number of the licensee transporting the cannabis items;
- The name, contact information and medical cannabis card number of the individuals
receiving the delivery;
- Product name and quantities (by weight or unit) of each cannabis item contained in each
transport, along with the UIDs for every item;
- The date of transport and approximate time of departure;
- Arrival date and estimated time of arrival;
- Delivery vehicle make and model and license plate number; and
- Name and signature of the licensee’s representative accompanying the transport.
GE will generate the manifest of this rule at least 24 hours in advance of initiating transportation.
Each sales invoice will contain:
a. Name and address of the purchaser.
b. Date of sale and invoice number.
c. Kind, quantity, size, and capacity of packages of cannabis or cannabis products sold.
d. The cost to the purchaser, together with any discount applied to the price as shown on
the invoice.
e. The place from which transport of the cannabis or cannabis product was made unless
transport was made from the premises of the licensee.
f. Any other information specified by the licensing authority.
All cannabis items will be packaged in shipping containers and labeled prior to transport.
GE will be able to provide a copy of the printed transport manifest and any printed receipts for
marijuana items delivered to law enforcement officers or other representatives of a government
agency if requested to do so while in transit.
GE will contact the Bureau immediately, or as soon as possible under the circumstances, if a
vehicle transporting cannabis items is involved in any accident that involves product loss.

Insurance Requirements
Automobile liability insurance. GE, Inc Cannabis Delivery Service will also maintain automobile
insurance at least as broad as Insurance Services Office form CA 00 01 covering bodily injury and
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property damage for all activities of the vendor arising out of or in connection with Cannabis Delivery
Services to be performed in the City of Pasadena, including coverage for any owned, hired, non-owned,
or rented vehicles, in an amount not less than REDACTED combined single limit for each accident.

Security Guards
ArmorTech will provide 2 security staff to patrol the premises and stand guard at the entrance to
prevent unauthorized entry 24 hours, 7 days a week to prevent unauthorized intrusion. With our
dispensary, we plan to use one or more of the following critical elements to secure the perimeter of our
building: security fencing, security guards, and electronic surveillance (round-the-clock manned or
alarmed camera surveillance and electronic intrusion detection).
The perimeter of each building will be secured by video surveillance and adequate outside security
lighting. In addition, during non-operational hours, all entryways and exits and all windows will be
externally covered by according metal/wood fencing and motion detectors will monitor the inside of
all exterior doors and windows. These are separate sensors from our video camera motio n
detectors.
Security Guards Protocol

Video Camera Surveillance
We will employ state-of-the-art external and internal cameras, each with a minimum resolution capacity
of 1280x720 pixels. All video footage will be stored for a minimum of 90 days. Recordings are subject to
inspection by BCC. This is sufficient to allow facial identification of anyone in or nearing the facility. Our
CCTV camera system with digital recorder includes:
External video surveillance will cover all areas of possible ingress and egress. Internal video surveillance
will cover the following:
1. Waiting room
2. Reception office
3. The retail sales floor with a camera located at each point of sale location
a. The camera placement must allow for recording of the facial features of any person
purchasing or selling cannabis goods
b. This covers all areas where marijuana is present or handled, including all point-of-sale
locations, and all means of access to such areas.
4. Entrances and exits from both indoor and outdoor vantage points
5. Security Rooms
6. All limited access areas
7. Areas where cannabis goods are weighed, packed, stored, loaded, or unloaded for
transportation, prepared, or moved within the premises.
8. Areas storing the surveillance system device with at least once camera recording the access
points to the secured surveillance recording area
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a. The physical media or storage device on which surveillance recordings are stored shall
be secured in a manner to protect the recording from tampering or theft
9. Video surveillance will cover external and internal areas 24/7 at a minimum of 15 frames per
second
A failure notification system will provide both audible and visible notifications if there is any failure
in the electronic monitoring system.

I.

Procedure
Employees of GE has a limited access area with signage where the storage area for video
recordings and archived records that are not stored electronically.
A. The locked limited access storage area is a room located within the licensed premises and is
secured with a door that
contains a multiplepositions combination
lock. This area is locked,
secure during nonbusiness hours and under
24-hour video
surveillance.
B. All video recordings and
archived required records
that are stored
electronically. All video
recordings are also
archived using Mossy
backup software via “The
Cloud”.
C. All recordings are kept
for a minimum of 90 calendar days. Archive video recordings are in a format that ensures
authentication of the recordings, date/time stamped, as they legitimately-capture video and
guarantees that no alterations of the recorded image have taken place.
D. Video surveillance records and recordings will be made available immediately upon request
to the Bureau to ensure compliance with the California rules.
E. GE will notify of any equipment failure or system outage lasting 30 minutes or longer.

REDACTED

Third-Party Monitoring
GE anticipates contracting with ADP to help deter, detect, and document security events at each facility
from a remote location. ADP will monitor for fire and for security breach of doors or windows. Trained
professionals from their monitoring centers will be able to access our security surveillance system at all
times, and will report and document any suspicious activity. AmorTech security personnel will work
with ADP to establish guidelines for what entails suspicious activity and to ensure regulatory
compliance.
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There will be triggers around the facility to alert our monitoring team of a possible intrusion or
unauthorized access. Triggers can be:
•
•
•
•

Motion-sensor surveillance cameras
Motion-sensor laser beams
Unauthorized electronic access
Security and fire alarms

Intrusion and Motion Detection
Our alarm system will have motion detectors covering entryways and exits, hallways, the retail sales
floor, storage rooms, and windows.
ADP motion detectors will be utilized to monitor the interior side of all exterior windows and doors.
(These are separate from our video camera motion detectors.)
Burglary Alarm System
We shall install, maintain, and use a professionally monitored robbery and burglary alarm system; which
meet the following requirements:
A.
B.
C.
D.

The control panel shall be a UL listed burglar alarm control panel;
The system shall report to a UL listed central monitoring station;
A test signal shall be transmitted to the central station every twenty-four (24) hours;
At a minimum, the system shall provide coverage of all facility entrances and exits, rooms with
exterior windows, rooms with exterior walls or walls shared with other facility tenants, roof
hatches, skylights, and storage room(s) that contain safe(s);
E. The system shall include at least one (1) holdup alarm for staff use; and
F. The system shall be inspected and all devices tested annually by a qualified alarm vendor.
Alarm Testing
Building alarms will be tested regularly.
I.

Procedure
A. A test signal will be transmitted to the central station every twenty-four (24) hours.
i. The alarm system will provide coverage of the facility ingress/egress points, the
exterior windows, offices, production areas, storage areas, cashiering areas and
the product safe.
B. The system will include at least one (1) holdup alarm for staff use.
C. Finally, the system shall be inspected and all devices tested annually.

Panic Buttons and Internal Communications
Panic buttons will be installed by ADP at the [reception desk and checkout desk (a total of two, possibly
three)] .There will be [three] incoming phone lines and [three] active telephone handsets with intercom
capability: reception office, dispensary room, director’s office, and the miscellaneous business office.
Phones will be VOIP via broadband ISP.
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Maintenance and Testing
All security-related systems will be routinely inspected to ensure that they are functioning properly.
This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Video surveillance equipment
Third-party monitoring equipment and connections
Alarm systems
Sensors
Electrical connections
Motion detectors
Smoke detectors
Panic buttons
Phone connections
Information storage and backup systems
Electrical backup systems

The Security Agent will be responsible for ensuring that such inspections take place at reasonable
intervals. We will promptly implement all necessary repairs to ensure continuous proper functioning of
the security system. Inspection results and maintenance records will be securely kept for review by the
Bureau of Cannabis Control, Pasadena City Manger, Pasadena Police and appropriate oversight
authorities.
Medical and Drug Test Requirements
STS will require security guards to undergo a pre-employment medical/physical examination and every
three years thereafter. A licensed physician will administer examinations and document results on a
Medical Questionnaire.
Operator Armored Vehicle Training
All STS Transport Operators are required to undergo and successfully pass an extensive training
curriculum before hire. Spartan Transport will provide all transport training services; utilizing
training/testing aids from the following agencies.
Department of Motor Vehicles
A detailed review of DMV’s training guides will ensure all operators are familiar with the laws,
regulations and traffic signs of California. A DMV- H6 printout will also be requested by STS and
maintained utilizing DMV’s Employer Pull Notice (EPN) program.

Security Staff Liaison

Ms. Loushana Rose
169 Cook Ave
Pasadena, CA 91107
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Armored Cars.
GE’s security firm, ArmorTech through Spartan Transport Systems (STS) transportation shall transport
cash daily. Cash shall be removed daily on a rotating 2-hour basis. The DOO shall at the start of each day
schedule the morning rotating cash pick. The CEO shall daily schedule the evening daily cash pick-up. At
NO time shall either schedule both daily cash pick up schedules.
Spartan Transport Systems
Spartan Transport Systems (STS) is a veteran-owned, California based high-risk transport firm
specializing in transport logistics, administration and driving training services. With experiences in covert
transport, armed/ unarmed details, GPS tracking and response plans, we plan to utilize Spartan Transport
Systems as our designated transport firm for all GE transport services. Spartan Transport plans to apply as
a licensed distribution firm.
All STS Transport Operators are DOJ and FBI live-scanned contractors with suitable
DMV H-6 printouts and background investigation. All Transport Operators must
meet the following criteria including:
•
•

Be able to lift 100 pounds and walk/run 50ftt
Provide good conduct letter from applicants’ local law enforcement

All applicants will successfully pass a Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) fingerprint check prior
to receiving a suitability determination and reporting for duty. In the event that
derogatory/adverse-suitability information is discovered, ArmorTech Security will notify the FM
of appropriate actions to be taken.
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APPENDIX
IMAGE PAGES
GREEN EARTH (GE) ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
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EXPERIENCE/KNOWLEDGE
City of Los Angeles RETAIL, Cultivation, Distibutor
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BCC State Temporary License
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PROOF OF CAPITALIZATION
Bank Statement

REDACTED

REDACTED
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REDACTED

REDACTED
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REDACTED
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REDACTED

REDACTED
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TRACK-N-TRACE LETTER OF ENGAGEMENT
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GE NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT
Proposed Floor Plan

REDACTED
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New Exterior Design Proposal

REDACTED
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Current Visual of GE Proposed Location
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GE TAX TO CITY OF LOS ANGELES FOR CANNAS
Tax Paid 3RD Quarter 2018

REDACTED
REDACTED
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Tax Paid 1st Quarter 2019

REDACTED
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